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�

        RACQ INSURANCE CLAIMS 
P O Box 3004 

Logan City QLD 4114 
To reply, please call direct on 3361 2141 

or Facsimile on 07 3219 0489 

�

20 September 2011 

Susan and Thomas Ritchie 
Mungarie Street 

KEPERRA   QLD   4054 
 
 
Claim Number: 
  
 
Dear Mrs and Mr Ritchie 

We refer to your complaint lodged with the Household Claims Department in relation to your claim, 

which has been noted by the Customer Dispute Resolution department. 

As a signatory of the General Insurance Code of Practice (COP) RACQ Insurance is obliged to inform 

you of your options relating to the review of your complaint. In line with the COP you are entitled to 

refer your concerns to the Financial Ombudsman Service if your complaint has not been resolved 

within 45 days of you bringing it to the attention of RACQ Insurance, 

You can contact the Financial Ombudsman Service at GPO Box 3, Melbourne VIC 3001 or by 

telephone on 1300 780 808 (local call costs for consumers outside the Melbourne metropolitan area). 

Further information can also be obtained from their website www.fos.org.au. 

Should you wish to provide further information with respect to your complaint, we welcome the 

opportunity to consider this further information. RACQ Insurance is committed to resolving your 

complaint in line with the terms and conditions of your policy of insurance or relevant legislative 

requirements.  

We therefore encourage you to allow us the opportunity to provide you with the final outcome of our 

fair and impartial review and/or investigation into your concerns.  RACQ Insurance will keep you up to 

date with the progress of the review and you are free to contact the relevant department at any time 

during the review with any questions you may have. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Customer Dispute Resolution Manager 
RACQ Insurance 
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Complaint Recording System summary
June - July 2011

Prepared by the Customer Dispute Resolution Department
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Page 2

                                                     Complaints Recording System (CRS) synopsis – June-July 2011

Motor product complaint review – June-July 2011

A total of  103  Motor related complaints were  recorded in the June-July 2011 period (48 and 55 respectively). A review of all complaints from 

August 2010 to July 2011 reveals the top three topics of complaint were claim settlement (27%), customer service (27%) and claim liability (20%). 

Reviews throughout the previous year, together with a comparison of the June-July 2011 data do not indicate any recurring issues relating to the 

types of complaints received. 

House product complaint review – June-July 2011

A total of  166 Household related complaints were  recorded in the June-July 2011 period (108 and 58 respectively). June 2011 saw a fall from the 

previous month, and July 2011 continued this trend. This notable decrease is clearly influenced by a corresponding fall in CAT 115-116 complaints 

lodged in these periods. This is discussed in further detail below.

A review of all complaints from August 2010 to July 2011 reveals the top two topics of complaint are claim decline (68%) and  customer service 

(14%). The continued dominance of claim decline complaints continues to be driven largely from complaints in relation to CAT115 and CAT116 

claims.  

CAT commentary

CAT115-116 complaint volumes peaked in May 2011. June 2011 and July 2011 have seen a tapering off of these complaints:

 

There is a likelihood that CAT 115-116 complaint volumes may again take an upward trend in August and September 2011 for the following reasons:

* As a result of the reassessment of 247 Ipswich claims, it is likely that some customers whose claims were not reassessed will seek the opportunity 

to challenge the decision to decline their claim; and;

* A decision to release Water Technology's hydrology reports to customers who have previously lodged a complaint or who have requested a copy of 

Water Technology's hydrology report after 18 August 2011 may see some customers seeking to challenge information contained within these 

reports.
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Complaint 

code
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul TOTAL

% of

 total

MA 3 5 5 2 2 6 2 2 2 4 5 1 39 11%

MB 6 7 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 5 6 5 52 15%

MC 1 1 5 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 3 3 18 5%

MD 2 6 0 3 3 1 1 4 1 2 3 0 26 7%

ME 1 1 0 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 2 11 3%

MF 11 12 12 8 4 5 3 8 9 11 9 11 103 30%

MG 1 0 0 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 2%

MH 1 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 8 2%

MI 1 11 3 4 1 4 1 5 7 7 7 2 53 15%

MJ 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 9 3%

MK 4 2 2 3 1 1 2 4 3 1 1 2 26 7%

ML 6 5 11 6 5 3 2 4 3 4 5 8 62 18%

MM 1 2 5 2 1 3 0 1 3 0 1 5 24 7%

MN 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 3 8 2%

MO 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 6 2%

MP 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 4 2 1 1 0 14 4%

MQ 1 0 0 1 2 2 4 0 0 0 3 4 17 5%

MR 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 1%

MS 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 4 1%

M1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 7 2%

M2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0] 0 0 0 0 1 0%

M3 2 2 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 3%

M4 2 0 1 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 11 3%
347

Page 3

Privacy

Treatment by a staff member 

Contribution required by Insured

Insufficient/incorrect information provided (claims)

Cost of repairs (third party)

Hire vehicle  issue

Liability dispute (Insured or third party)

PBTM deduction - total loss

Third Party - Repairs or authority to repair

Application of XS (excluding liability disputes)

Recovery process (third party)

Claim declined

Claim partially declined

Method of settlement

Claims process

Criticism of policy coverage

Pricing/payment issues

Error /incorrect information given (Sales/Product)

Underwriting guidelines

Assessment/assessment process

PAV dispute

Quality/timeliness of repairs

Topic of complaint

MOTOR VEHICLE complaints 2010-2011

Extent/method of repairs allowed
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Complaint 

code
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul TOTAL

% of

 total

HA 0 0 3 3 0 0 2 10 1 0 1 0 20 3%

HB 2 1 3 3 0 0 0 2 4 4 2 8 29 4%

HC 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 10 1%

HD 8 10 14 8 5 16 12 60 85 85 97 48 448 66%

HE 3 0 2 3 1 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 15 2%

HF 0 0 2 1 0 0 3 2 4 4 0 0 16 2%

HG 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 1%

HH 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 0 1 14 2%

HI 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0%

HJ 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 3 6 1 0 15 2%

HK Insufficient/incorrect information provided (claims) 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 9 1%

HL 0 0 0 2 1 0 10 17 10 15 5 0 60 9%

HM Recovery process (third party) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0%

HN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0%

HO 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0%

H1 0 1 1 0 1 1 7 1 0 0 0 0 12 2%

H2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0%

H3 3 0 2 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 10 1%

H4 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 8 1%
678

Page 4

HOUSEHOLD complaints 2010-2011

Topic of complaint

Underwriting guidelines

Criticism of policy coverage

Quality/timeliness of repairs

Assessment/assessment process

Extent/method of repairs allowed

Claim declined

Claim partially declined

Privacy

Error /incorrect information given (Sales/Product)

Timeliness of claim handling

Application of XS (excluding liability disputes)

Policy limitation applied

Treatment by a staff member 

Claims process

Contribution required by Insured

Method of settlement

Pricing/payment issues
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                COMPLAINTS OVERVIEW

Total Complaints recorded by Month

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Total Complaints 66 77 85 72 46 64 64 152 147 158 156 113 1087

All complaints by Product Type

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Household 21 16 31 22 13 26 40 107 113 120 108 58 675

Motor vehicle 45 60 53 49 31 37 24 45 32 34 46 54 510

Unique Vehicle 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Caravan 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 1 1 8

Boat 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 5

Body Corporate 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

TOTAL 66 77 85 72 46 64 64 152 147 158 156 113 1200
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CAT 115-117 Complaints

Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Cat 115 0 1 9 11 6 8 1 36 11%

Cat 116 1 10 31 77 79 67 19 284 88%

Cat 117 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 1%

TOTAL 1 11 40 88 86 76 21 323
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                MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE ANALYSIS

Motor vehicle complaints 2010 compared to 2011

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010 27 21 13 9 32 29 53 45 60 54 50 33

2011 38 24 45 34 38 48 55

Breakdown of Motor vehicle complaints by category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Customer Service 16 16 16 15 6 7 7 7 8 6 11 25 140 27%

Sales & Product 4 5 3 8 1 4 0 3 2 1 0 2 33 6%

Claim Liability 12 12 10 10 5 5 3 8 7 11 9 11 103 20%

Claim Settlement 8 15 20 7 13 15 10 13 6 10 13 11 141 27%

Decline of Claim 1 8 1 3 3 4 1 3 9 6 7 2 48 9%

Other 3 4 4 6 5 3 3 11 2 4 8 4 57 11%

TOTAL 44 60 54 49 33 38 24 45 34 38 48 55 522

Breakdown of Customer Service category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

RACQI Employees (Claims) 2 2 8 7 3 4 4 2 2 4 8 15 61 44%

RACQI Employees (Sales/Prod) 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 2%

RACQ Employees (Club) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1%

Service Providers 6 7 4 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 26 19%

Suppliers 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1%

Processes 8 5 3 5 3 3 2 3 4 0 2 8 46 33%

TOTAL 16 16 16 15 6 7 7 7 8 6 11 25 140
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Breakdown of Sales & Product category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Underwriting Guidelines 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 5 15%

Pricing 2 2 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 27%

Other 1 3 3 4 1 2 0 2 2 0 0 1 19 58%

TOTAL 4 5 3 8 1 4 0 3 2 1 0 2 33

Breakdown of Claim liability category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Insured 9 10 7 5 2 4 1 5 4 9 7 8 71 69%

Third Party 3 2 3 5 3 1 2 3 3 2 2 3 32 31%

TOTAL 12 12 10 10 5 5 3 8 7 11 9 11 103

Breakdown of Claim Settlement category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

PAV 3 5 4 2 1 5 2 3 2 4 5 3 39 28%

Replacement -v- Cash 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1%

Contribution 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3%

Application of Excess 0 1 2 0 4 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 11 8%

Policy Limitations 2 4 4 1 3 3 2 5 0 2 1 2 29 21%

Other 0 0 10 4 4 6 6 4 3 2 7 6 52 38%

TOTAL 8 11 20 7 13 15 10 13 6 10 13 11 137
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Breakdown of Decline of Claim category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

PDS Exclusion 1 5 0 3 2 2 0 1 5 4 6 2 31 67%

Partial Decline 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2%

No Applicable cover 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 9%

Duty of Disclosure 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 1 1 0 10 22%

Fraudulent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0%

TOTAL 1 0 1 3 3 3 0 3 9 6 7 2 46

Breakdown of Other category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Privacy 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 5%

Service Provider 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 4 0 1 6 0 16 28%

Unspecified 3 4 4 3 5 2 1 5 2 3 2 4 38 67%

TOTAL 3 4 4 6 5 3 3 11 2 4 8 4 57
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                HOUSEHOLD INSURANCE ANALYSIS

Household complaints 2010 compared to 2011

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010 13 5 5 5 24 22 25 21 17 31 22 13

2011 26 40 107 113 120 108 58

Breakdown of Household complaints by category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Customer Service 5 0 7 7 3 1 10 21 16 14 5 8 97 14%

Sales & Product 2 1 3 1 1 3 6 3 0 1 2 0 23 3%

Claim Liability 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 5 3 1 2 0 15 2%

Claim Settlement 5 3 2 4 3 5 6 8 10 9 2 4 61 9%

Decline of Claim 12 11 15 10 5 17 15 62 81 90 95 46 459 68%

Other 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 8 3 5 2 0 23 3%

TOTAL 24 16 31 22 13 26 40 107 113 120 108 58 678

Breakdown of Customer Service category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

RACQI Employees (Claims) 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 7 8%

RACQI Employees (Sales/Prod) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1%

RACQ Employees  (Club) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0%

Service Providers 2 0 5 4 1 0 0 3 4 3 3 8 33 38%

Suppliers 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2%

Processes 0 0 0 1 1 1 10 8 11 9 2 0 43 50%

TOTAL 3 0 7 7 3 1 10 12 16 14 5 8 86
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Breakdown of Sales & Product category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Underwriting Guidelines 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 9 39%

Pricing 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 26%

Other 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 1 2 0 8 35%

TOTAL 2 1 3 1 1 3 6 3 0 1 2 0 23

Breakdown of Claim liability category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Insured 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 5 3 1 2 0 14 100%

Third Party 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0%

TOTAL 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 5 3 1 2 0 15

Breakdown of Claim Settlement category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

PAV (Not applicable) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0%

Replacement -v- Cash 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 5 8%

Contribution 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 7%

Application of XS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2%

Policy Limitations 1 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 5 4 0 3 21 34%

Other 0 1 0 2 2 4 4 7 4 4 2 0 30 49%

TOTAL 5 3 2 4 3 5 6 8 10 9 2 4 61
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Breakdown of Claim Declined category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

PDS Exclusion 9 10 14 8 5 14 13 51 69 76 64 33 366 80%

Partial Decline 3 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 3 0 3 5 23 5%

No Applicable cover 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 9 9 14 28 8 70 15%

Duty of Disclosure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0%

Fraudulent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0%

TOTAL 12 11 15 10 5 17 15 62 81 90 95 46 459

Breakdown of Other category

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

Privacy 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 9%

Service Provider 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 0 7 32%

Unspecified 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 2 4 1 0 13 59%

TOTAL 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 7 3 5 2 0 22
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                SERVICE PROVIDER ANALYSIS

Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul TOTAL

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 3

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

42
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Airport Smash Repairs

Pickering Smash Repairs

Smashcare Strathpine

Crawford Crash - Wacol

MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE

Service Provider

AAMC

Caloundra Bodyworks

City Crash Repairs

Favero Motors

Hansens Tyre & Mechanical

Mike's Panel & Paint

Eresa  Auto Repair

P & M Motors

Jock & Jeff  Panel Repairs

Jonkers Smash Repairs

Gabba Smash Repairs

Mt Gravatt Smash Repairs

Gemini Accident Repair Centre

Miami Smash Repairs

McAully Smash Repairs

Highland Smash Repairs

Northstar Auto

Sunshine Coast Collision

Kassulke Smash

Pacific Ford - Maroochydore

RACQ Autoglass

Shipstone Smash Repairs

Torque Ford

Toowong Smash Repairs

Woodriff Smash Repairs

Pialba Smash Repairs

Windscreen Magic - Mackay

South City  Mazda
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Aug-10 Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan-11 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul TOTAL

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

2 0 4 2 2 0 1 0 3 3 3 8 28

39
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Gekko Glass

CW Little Builders

Stream BuildAssist

Service Provider

HOUSEHOLD INSURANCE

Junevaire

Smooth Operating Door Service

Command Building Services

Roy Hoskins - Engineer

CP Cowie

Ken Ince - Builder
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Get the facts from RACQ insurance 

Get the facts 14/4/2011 @ 13:49:58 

Over the past few weeks you would have seen a great deal of media attention on the insurance industry including 

RACQ Insurance. Unfortunately some of these reports have contained inaccurate information and assumptions 

which are very misleading. 

RACQ Insurance has decided to set the record straight by publishing answers to the most commonly asked 

questions.   

Question: How many insurance claims have you received from the December-January weather events and 

Cyclone Yasi? 

Answer: To date we have received 6,210 claims from the weather events in December-January and 5,064 from 

Cyclone Yasi in February. Approximately 87% of these claims are Household claims and the remaining 13% are 

Motor and Pleasurecraft claims. 

Question: What is the total percentage of the Household weather event claims, including flood and cyclone that 

you expect to pay out? 

Answer: From the information we know at this point we estimate that up to 85% of the Household claims we 

have received will be approved. 

The majority of Household claims (i.e. approximately 7,500 claims) are normal “storm” claims. About 23% of the 

Household claims we have received (i.e. approximately 2,300 claims) involve water inundation of the property. 

Question: How many of these claims have been processed so far and when do you expect to complete them all? 

Answer: So far we have been able to make a decision on 94% of the household claims we have received. 

The remaining 6% are more complex in terms of determining the cause of water inundation. We are working hard 

to reach a decision on these claims and to advise individual claimants of the outcome as soon as practically 

possible. 

The rebuilding process has begun however given the volume and geographical spread of claims this task will 

take many months. 

To date RACQ Insurance has paid over $23 million in claims settlements relating to these weather events.  

Question: Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do 

not cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any 

doubt about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary for RACQ Insurance to conduct a 

detailed investigation which seeks specific assistance from a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earth’s surface. There is a limited number of them 

available in Australia and with the huge demand for their services as a result of the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history the process of working through the list of claims is lengthy. 

Question: Why can’t you just give policyholders the benefit of the doubt and classify it all as flash flood or 

stormwater runoff?  

Answer: All insurance companies take out their own insurance to cover large scale catastrophes such as these. 

This is called reinsurance and it is necessary to ensure the insurance company has the capacity to pay when 

very large numbers of claims arise from one event. Reinsurers charge a premium based on the coverage offered 

by the insurer to the customer. RACQ Insurance can only claim from reinsurers on the same basis as the 

customer’s cover.  

We are unable to make payouts without the ability to recover from our reinsurers as this would place a huge 

financial burden on the company flowing through to substantially higher premiums for all policyholders. 
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Question: Do you tell people that flood cover is not included? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance has always made it clear in plain language that flood cover is not included. 

For example, it is stated in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), in the Optional Cover section and on the 

Certificate of Insurance that flood cover is not included with the standard Household insurance policy. 

Question:  Why is that 10-year-old Ipswich boy still living in a tent in his family’s damaged Ipswich home? Why 

won’t you pay the parents as per their policy?| 

Answer:  There is no reason why that young boy should be living in a tent, it is completely unnecessary. The 

family in question was given an emergency cash payment by RACQ Insurance to assist with temporary 

arrangements pending investigation of the claim. The family was kept informed throughout the investigation 

process and on March 4 the family were advised that their claim for damage to their home, which was determined 

to be caused by storm water run off had been accepted. 

An immediate cash advance payment was made on March 4 along with confirmation and advice to the customer 

that the policy provided for emergency/alternative accommodation should they wish to move out immediately. 

Upon acceptance of the claim the policyholders requested that we consider an all up cash offer to settle all 

aspects of their claim and we agreed to work towards this with them. 

Following completion of all of the necessary engineering and building scoping requirements an offer to settle the 

claim, in line with the terms of their policy, was made to the family on March 31 and to date we await their 

response. 

Question: How much have you paid out from your compassionate fund? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has so far paid out nearly $6 million from its compassionate fund and expects to pay 

out substantially more to provide support to our policyholders who have been seriously affected and whose 

contract of insurance does not cover them for the specific damage. 

The $10 million was provided by The Royal Automobile Club of Queensland Limited (RACQ), the parent 

organisation of RACQ Insurance, foregoing its dividend for this year. It was part of a $20 million package for flood 

victims announced by the RACQ which included $2 million to the Premier’s Flood Relief Fund and $8 million to 

be distributed through a new RACQ Foundation to community groups and organisations which are in need due to 

the impact of the floods and Cyclones. 

Question:  Was the email making a joke of the RACQ Insurance customer a reflection of what the organisation 

really thinks of its customers? 

Answer:  The email comment by the temporary contractor involved, who had been brought in by RACQ 

Insurance two months ago to help with the heavy workload from the floods and Cyclone Yasi, was totally 

unacceptable. The contractor no longer works for RACQ Insurance.  We are deeply concerned about the content 

and tone of this email and stress that the actions of this one individual do not reflect the views, attitudes or 

fundamental customer service ethos of RACQ Insurance. 

We have apologised to the customer involved and he has accepted our apology and is happy with our response 

to the issue.  Any suggestion that the claim was paid due to the media attention is wrong. The customer was 

advised of the acceptance of their claim in February, long before the media ran the story. He and his family are 

living in temporary accommodation funded by RACQ Insurance whilst we rebuild their home. 

RACQ prides itself on being a Queensland organisation and the fact that all its call centres and claims 

management staff are based in this State. 

Question:  Why did RACQ Insurance not attend the public meeting with the Assistant Treasurer in Ipswich? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance, along with other insurers, was represented by the Insurance Council of Australia at 

the meeting.  This continues to be our preferred communication method in public forums which are addressing 

industry wide issues. 
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Get the facts 14/4/2011 @ 20:35:17 

Over the past few weeks you would have seen a great deal of media attention on the insurance industry including 

RACQ Insurance. Unfortunately some of these reports have contained inaccurate information and assumptions 

which are very misleading. 

RACQ Insurance has decided to set the record straight by publishing answers to the most commonly asked 

questions.   

Question: How many insurance claims have you received from the December-January weather events and 

Cyclone Yasi? 

Answer: To date we have received 6,210 claims from the weather events in December-January and 5,064 from 

Cyclone Yasi in February. Approximately 87% of these claims are Household claims and the remaining 13% are 

Motor and Pleasurecraft claims. 

Question: What is the total percentage of the Household weather event claims, including flood and cyclone that 

you expect to pay out? 

Answer: From the information we know at this point we estimate that up to 85% of the Household claims we 

have received will be approved. 

The majority of Household claims (i.e. approximately 7,500 claims) are normal “storm” claims. About 23% of the 

Household claims we have received (i.e. approximately 2,300 claims) involve water inundation of the property. 

Question: How many of these claims have been processed so far and when do you expect to complete them all? 

Answer: So far we have been able to make a decision on 94% of the household claims we have received. 

The remaining 6% are more complex in terms of determining the cause of water inundation. We are working hard 

to reach a decision on these claims and to advise individual claimants of the outcome as soon as practically 

possible. 

The rebuilding process has begun however given the volume and geographical spread of claims this task will 

take many months. 

To date RACQ Insurance has paid over $23 million in claims settlements relating to these weather events.  

Question: Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do 

not cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any 

doubt about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary for RACQ Insurance to conduct a 

detailed investigation which seeks specific assistance from a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earth’s surface. There is a limited number of them 

available in Australia and with the huge demand for their services as a result of the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history the process of working through the list of claims is lengthy. 

Question: Why can’t you just give policyholders the benefit of the doubt and classify it all as flash flood or 

stormwater runoff?  

Answer: All insurance companies take out their own insurance to cover large scale catastrophes such as these. 

This is called reinsurance and it is necessary to ensure the insurance company has the capacity to pay when 

very large numbers of claims arise from one event. Reinsurers charge a premium based on the coverage offered 

by the insurer to the customer. RACQ Insurance can only claim from reinsurers on the same basis as the 

customer’s cover.  

We are unable to make payouts without the ability to recover from our reinsurers as this would place a huge 

financial burden on the company flowing through to substantially higher premiums for all policyholders. 
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Question: Do you tell people that flood cover is not included? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance has always made it clear in plain language that flood cover is not included. 

For example, it is stated in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), in the Optional Cover section and on the 

Certificate of Insurance that flood cover is not included with the standard Household insurance policy. 

Question:  Why is that 10-year-old Ipswich boy still living in a tent in his family’s damaged Ipswich home? Why 

won’t you pay the parents as per their policy?| 

Answer:  There is no reason why that young boy should be living in a tent, it is completely unnecessary. The 

family in question was given an emergency cash payment by RACQ Insurance to assist with temporary 

arrangements pending investigation of the claim. The family was kept informed throughout the investigation 

process and on March 4 the family were advised that their claim for damage to their home, which was determined 

to be caused by storm water run off had been accepted. 

An immediate cash advance payment was made on March 4 along with confirmation and advice to the customer 

that the policy provided for emergency/alternative accommodation should they wish to move out immediately. 

Upon acceptance of the claim the policyholders requested that we consider an all up cash offer to settle all 

aspects of their claim and we agreed to work towards this with them. 

Following completion of all of the necessary engineering and building scoping requirements an offer to settle the 

claim, in line with the terms of their policy, was made to the family on March 31. 

Question: How much have you paid out from your compassionate fund? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has so far paid out nearly $6 million from its compassionate fund and expects to pay 

out substantially more to provide support to our policyholders who have been seriously affected and whose 

contract of insurance does not cover them for the specific damage. 

The $10 million was provided by The Royal Automobile Club of Queensland Limited (RACQ), the parent 

organisation of RACQ Insurance, foregoing its dividend for this year. It was part of a $20 million package for flood 

victims announced by the RACQ which included $2 million to the Premier’s Flood Relief Fund and $8 million to 

be distributed through a new RACQ Foundation to community groups and organisations which are in need due to 

the impact of the floods and Cyclones. 

Question:  Was the email making a joke of the RACQ Insurance customer a reflection of what the organisation 

really thinks of its customers? 

Answer:  The email comment by the temporary contractor involved, who had been brought in by RACQ 

Insurance two months ago to help with the heavy workload from the floods and Cyclone Yasi, was totally 

unacceptable. The contractor no longer works for RACQ Insurance.  We are deeply concerned about the content 

and tone of this email and stress that the actions of this one individual do not reflect the views, attitudes or 

fundamental customer service ethos of RACQ Insurance. 

We have apologised to the customer involved and he has accepted our apology and is happy with our response 

to the issue.  Any suggestion that the claim was paid due to the media attention is wrong. The customer was 

advised of the acceptance of their claim in February, long before the media ran the story. He and his family are 

living in temporary accommodation funded by RACQ Insurance whilst we rebuild their home. 

RACQ prides itself on being a Queensland organisation and the fact that all its call centres and claims 

management staff are based in this State. 

Question:  Why did RACQ Insurance not attend the public meeting with the Assistant Treasurer in Ipswich? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance, along with other insurers, was represented by the Insurance Council of Australia at 

the meeting.  This continues to be our preferred communication method in public forums which are addressing 

industry wide issues. 
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Get the facts 19/4/2011 @ 11:27:43 

Over the past few weeks you would have seen a great deal of media attention on the insurance industry including 

RACQ Insurance. Unfortunately some of these reports have contained inaccurate information and assumptions 

which are very misleading. 

RACQ Insurance has decided to set the record straight by publishing answers to the most commonly asked 

questions.   

Question: How many insurance claims have you received from the December-January weather events and 

Cyclone Yasi? 

Answer: To date we have received 6,210 claims from the weather events in December-January and 5,064 from 

Cyclone Yasi in February. Approximately 87% of these claims are Household claims and the remaining 13% are 

Motor and Pleasurecraft claims. 

Question: What is the total percentage of the Household weather event claims, including flood and cyclone that 

you expect to pay out? 

Answer: From the information we know at this point we estimate that up to 85% of the Household claims we 

have received will be approved. 

The majority of Household claims (i.e. approximately 7,500 claims) are normal “storm” claims. About 23% of the 

Household claims we have received (i.e. approximately 2,300 claims) involve water inundation of the property. 

Question: How many of these claims have been processed so far and when do you expect to complete them all? 

Answer: So far we have been able to make a decision on 94% of the household claims we have received. 

The remaining 6% are more complex in terms of determining the cause of water inundation. We are working hard 

to reach a decision on these claims and to advise individual claimants of the outcome as soon as practically 

possible. 

The rebuilding process has begun however given the volume and geographical spread of claims this task will 

take many months. 

To date RACQ Insurance has paid over $23 million in claims settlements relating to these weather events.  

Question: Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do 

not cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any 

doubt about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary for RACQ Insurance to conduct a 

detailed investigation which seeks specific assistance from a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earth’s surface. There is a limited number of them 

available in Australia and with the huge demand for their services as a result of the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history the process of working through the list of claims is lengthy. 

Question: Why can’t you just give policyholders the benefit of the doubt and classify it all as flash flood or 

stormwater runoff?  

Answer: All insurance companies take out their own insurance to cover large scale catastrophes such as these. 

This is called reinsurance and it is necessary to ensure the insurance company has the capacity to pay when 

very large numbers of claims arise from one event. Reinsurers charge a premium based on the coverage offered 

by the insurer to the customer. RACQ Insurance can only claim from reinsurers on the same basis as the 

customer’s cover.  

We are unable to make payouts without the ability to recover from our reinsurers as this would place a huge 

financial burden on the company flowing through to substantially higher premiums for all policyholders. 
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Question: Do you tell people that flood cover is not included? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has always made it clear in plain language that flood cover is not included. 

For example, it is stated in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), in the Optional Cover section and on the 

Certificate of Insurance that flood cover is not included with the standard Household insurance policy. 

Question:  Why is that 10-year-old Ipswich boy still living in a tent in his family’s damaged Ipswich home? Why 

won’t you pay the parents as per their policy?| 

Answer:  There is no reason why that young boy should be living in a tent, it is completely unnecessary. The 

family in question was given an emergency cash payment by RACQ Insurance to assist with temporary 

arrangements pending investigation of the claim. The family was kept informed throughout the investigation 

process and on March 4 the family were advised that their claim for damage to their home, which was determined 

to be caused by storm water run off had been accepted. 

An immediate cash advance payment was made on March 4 along with confirmation and advice to the customer 

that the policy provided for emergency/alternative accommodation should they wish to move out immediately. 

Upon acceptance of the claim the policyholders requested that we consider an all up cash offer to settle all 

aspects of their claim and we agreed to work towards this with them. 

Following completion of all of the necessary engineering and building scoping requirements an offer to settle the 

claim, in line with the terms of their policy, was made to the family on March 31. 

Question: How much have you paid out from your compassionate fund? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has so far paid out nearly $6 million from its compassionate fund and expects to pay 

out substantially more to provide support to our policyholders who have been seriously affected and whose 

contract of insurance does not cover them for the specific damage. 

The $10 million was provided by The Royal Automobile Club of Queensland Limited (RACQ), the parent 

organisation of RACQ Insurance, foregoing its dividend for this year. It was part of a $20 million package for flood 

victims announced by the RACQ which included $2 million to the Premier’s Flood Relief Fund and $8 million to 

be distributed through a new RACQ Foundation to community groups and organisations which are in need due to 

the impact of the floods and Cyclones. 

Question:  Was the email making a joke of the RACQ Insurance customer a reflection of what the organisation 

really thinks of its customers? 

Answer:  The email comment by the temporary contractor involved, who had been brought in by RACQ 

Insurance two months ago to help with the heavy workload from the floods and Cyclone Yasi, was totally 

unacceptable. The contractor no longer works for RACQ Insurance.  We are deeply concerned about the content 

and tone of this email and stress that the actions of this one individual do not reflect the views, attitudes or 

fundamental customer service ethos of RACQ Insurance. 

We have apologised to the customer involved and he has accepted our apology and is happy with our response 

to the issue.  Any suggestion that the claim was paid due to the media attention is wrong. The customer was 

advised of the acceptance of their claim in February, long before the media ran the story. He and his family are 

living in temporary accommodation funded by RACQ Insurance whilst we rebuild their home. 

RACQ prides itself on being a Queensland organisation and the fact that all its call centres and claims 

management staff are based in this State. 

Question:  Why did RACQ Insurance not attend the public meeting with the Assistant Treasurer in Ipswich? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance, along with other insurers, was represented by the Insurance Council of Australia at 

the meeting.  This continues to be our preferred communication method in public forums which are addressing 

industry wide issues. 
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Get the facts 21/4/2011 @ 10:08:17 

Over the past few weeks you would have seen a great deal of media attention on the insurance industry including 

RACQ Insurance. Unfortunately some of these reports have contained inaccurate information and assumptions 

which are very misleading. 

RACQ Insurance has decided to set the record straight by publishing answers to the most commonly asked 

questions.  

Question: How many insurance claims have you received from the December-January weather events and 

Cyclone Yasi? 

Answer: To date we have received 6,210 claims from the weather events in December-January and 5,064 from 

Cyclone Yasi in February. Approximately 87% of these claims are Household claims and the remaining 13% are 

Motor and Pleasurecraft claims. 

Question: What is the total percentage of the Household weather event claims, including flood and cyclone that 

you expect to pay out? 

Answer: From the information we know at this point we estimate that up to 85% of the Household claims we 

have received will be approved. 

The majority of Household claims (i.e. approximately 7,500 claims) are normal “storm” claims. About 23% of the 

Household claims we have received (i.e. approximately 2,300 claims) involve water inundation of the property. 

Question: How many of these claims have been processed so far and when do you expect to complete them all? 

Answer: So far we have been able to make a decision on 94% of the household claims we have received. 

The remaining 6% are more complex in terms of determining the cause of water inundation. We are working hard 

to reach a decision on these claims and to advise individual claimants of the outcome as soon as practically 

possible. 

The rebuilding process has begun however given the volume and geographical spread of claims this task will 

take many months. 

To date RACQ Insurance has paid over $23 million in claims settlements relating to these weather events.  

Question: Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do 

not cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any 

doubt about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary for RACQ Insurance to conduct a 

detailed investigation which seeks specific assistance from a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earth’s surface. There is a limited number of them 

available in Australia and with the huge demand for their services as a result of the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history the process of working through the list of claims is lengthy. 

Question: Why can’t you just give policyholders the benefit of the doubt and classify it all as flash flood or 

stormwater runoff?  

Answer: All insurance companies take out their own insurance to cover large scale catastrophes such as these. 

This is called reinsurance and it is necessary to ensure the insurance company has the capacity to pay when 

very large numbers of claims arise from one event. Reinsurers charge a premium based on the coverage offered 

by the insurer to the customer. RACQ Insurance can only claim from reinsurers on the same basis as the 

customer’s cover.  

We are unable to make payouts without the ability to recover from our reinsurers as this would place a huge 

financial burden on the company flowing through to substantially higher premiums for all policyholders. 
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Question: Do you tell people that flood cover is not included? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has always made it clear in plain language that flood cover is not included. 

For example, it is stated in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), in the Optional Cover section and on the 

Certificate of Insurance that flood cover is not included with the standard Household insurance policy. 

Question:  Why is that 10-year-old Ipswich boy still living in a tent in his family’s damaged Ipswich home? Why 

won’t you pay the parents as per their policy? 

Answer:  There is no reason why that young boy should be living in a tent, it is completely unnecessary. The 

family in question was given an emergency cash payment by RACQ Insurance to assist with temporary 

arrangements pending investigation of the claim. The family was kept informed throughout the investigation 

process and on March 4 the family were advised that their claim for damage to their home, which was determined 

to be caused by storm water run off had been accepted. 

An immediate cash advance payment was made on March 4 along with confirmation and advice to the customer 

that the policy provided for emergency/alternative accommodation should they wish to move out immediately. 

Upon acceptance of the claim the policyholders requested that we consider an all up cash offer to settle all 

aspects of their claim and we agreed to work towards this with them. 

Following completion of all of the necessary engineering and building scoping requirements an offer to settle the 

claim, in line with the terms of their policy, was made to the family on March 31. 

Question: How much have you paid out from your compassionate fund? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has so far paid out nearly $6 million from its compassionate fund and expects to pay 

out substantially more to provide support to our policyholders who have been seriously affected and whose 

contract of insurance does not cover them for the specific damage. 

The $10 million was provided by The Royal Automobile Club of Queensland Limited (RACQ), the parent 

organisation of RACQ Insurance, foregoing its dividend for this year. It was part of a $20 million package for flood 

victims announced by the RACQ which included $2 million to the Premier’s Flood Relief Fund and $8 million to 

be distributed through a new RACQ Foundation to community groups and organisations which are in need due to 

the impact of the floods and Cyclones. 

Question:  Was the email making a joke of the RACQ Insurance customer a reflection of what the organisation 

really thinks of its customers? 

Answer:  The email comment by the temporary contractor involved, who had been brought in by RACQ 

Insurance two months ago to help with the heavy workload from the floods and Cyclone Yasi, was totally 

unacceptable. The contractor no longer works for RACQ Insurance.  We are deeply concerned about the content 

and tone of this email and stress that the actions of this one individual do not reflect the views, attitudes or 

fundamental customer service ethos of RACQ Insurance. 

We have apologised to the customer involved and he has accepted our apology and is happy with our response 

to the issue.  Any suggestion that the claim was paid due to the media attention is wrong. The customer was 

advised of the acceptance of their claim in February, long before the media ran the story. He and his family are 

living in temporary accommodation funded by RACQ Insurance whilst we rebuild their home. 

RACQ prides itself on being a Queensland organisation and the fact that all its call centres and claims 

management staff are based in this State. 

Question:  Why did RACQ Insurance not attend the public meeting with the Assistant Treasurer in Ipswich? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance, along with other insurers, was represented by the Insurance Council of Australia at 

the meeting.  This continues to be our preferred communication method in public forums which are addressing 

industry wide issues. 
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Get the facts 21/4/2011 @ 10:15:53 (new page combined with “club” Get the facts) 

Over the past few weeks you would have seen a great deal of media attention on the insurance industry including 

RACQ Insurance. Unfortunately some of these reports have contained inaccurate information and assumptions 

which are very misleading. 

RACQ Insurance has decided to set the record straight by publishing answers to the most commonly asked 

questions.   

Question: How many insurance claims have you received from the December-January weather events and 

Cyclone Yasi? 

Answer: To date we have received 6,210 claims from the weather events in December-January and 5,064 from 

Cyclone Yasi in February. Approximately 87% of these claims are Household claims and the remaining 13% are 

Motor and Pleasurecraft claims. 

Question: What is the total percentage of the Household weather event claims, including flood and cyclone that 

you expect to pay out? 

Answer: From the information we know at this point we estimate that up to 85% of the Household claims we 

have received will be approved. 

The majority of Household claims (i.e. approximately 7,500 claims) are normal “storm” claims. About 23% of the 

Household claims we have received (i.e. approximately 2,300 claims) involve water inundation of the property. 

Question: How many of these claims have been processed so far and when do you expect to complete them all? 

Answer: So far we have been able to make a decision on 94% of the household claims we have received. 

The remaining 6% are more complex in terms of determining the cause of water inundation. We are working hard 

to reach a decision on these claims and to advise individual claimants of the outcome as soon as practically 

possible. 

The rebuilding process has begun however given the volume and geographical spread of claims this task will 

take many months. 

To date RACQ Insurance has paid over $23 million in claims settlements relating to these weather events.  

Question: Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do 

not cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any 

doubt about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary for RACQ Insurance to conduct a 

detailed investigation which seeks specific assistance from a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earth’s surface. There is a limited number of them 

available in Australia and with the huge demand for their services as a result of the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history the process of working through the list of claims is lengthy. 

Question: Why can’t you just give policyholders the benefit of the doubt and classify it all as flash flood or 

stormwater runoff?  

Answer: All insurance companies take out their own insurance to cover large scale catastrophes such as these. 

This is called reinsurance and it is necessary to ensure the insurance company has the capacity to pay when 

very large numbers of claims arise from one event. Reinsurers charge a premium based on the coverage offered 

by the insurer to the customer. RACQ Insurance can only claim from reinsurers on the same basis as the 

customer’s cover.  

We are unable to make payouts without the ability to recover from our reinsurers as this would place a huge 

financial burden on the company flowing through to substantially higher premiums for all policyholders. 
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Question: Do you tell people that flood cover is not included? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance has always made it clear in plain language that flood cover is not included. 

For example, it is stated in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), in the Optional Cover section and on the 

Certificate of Insurance that flood cover is not included with the standard Household insurance policy. 

Question:  Why is that 10-year-old Ipswich boy still living in a tent in his family’s damaged Ipswich home? Why 

won’t you pay the parents as per their policy?| 

Answer:  There is no reason why that young boy should be living in a tent, it is completely unnecessary. The 

family in question was given an emergency cash payment by RACQ Insurance to assist with temporary 

arrangements pending investigation of the claim. The family was kept informed throughout the investigation 

process and on March 4 the family were advised that their claim for damage to their home, which was determined 

to be caused by storm water run off had been accepted. 

An immediate cash advance payment was made on March 4 along with confirmation and advice to the customer 

that the policy provided for emergency/alternative accommodation should they wish to move out immediately. 

Upon acceptance of the claim the policyholders requested that we consider an all up cash offer to settle all 

aspects of their claim and we agreed to work towards this with them. 

Following completion of all of the necessary engineering and building scoping requirements an offer to settle the 

claim, in line with the terms of their policy, was made to the family on March 31. 

Question: How much have you paid out from your compassionate fund? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has so far paid out nearly $6 million from its compassionate fund and expects to pay 

out substantially more to provide support to our policyholders who have been seriously affected and whose 

contract of insurance does not cover them for the specific damage. 

The $10 million was provided by The Royal Automobile Club of Queensland Limited (RACQ), the parent 

organisation of RACQ Insurance, foregoing its dividend for this year. It was part of a $20 million package for flood 

victims announced by the RACQ which included $2 million to the Premier’s Flood Relief Fund and $8 million to 

be distributed through a new RACQ Foundation to community groups and organisations which are in need due to 

the impact of the floods and Cyclones. 

Question:  Was the email making a joke of the RACQ Insurance customer a reflection of what the organisation 

really thinks of its customers? 

Answer:  The email comment by the temporary contractor involved, who had been brought in by RACQ 

Insurance two months ago to help with the heavy workload from the floods and Cyclone Yasi, was totally 

unacceptable. The contractor no longer works for RACQ Insurance.  We are deeply concerned about the content 

and tone of this email and stress that the actions of this one individual do not reflect the views, attitudes or 

fundamental customer service ethos of RACQ Insurance. 

We have apologised to the customer involved and he has accepted our apology and is happy with our response 

to the issue.  Any suggestion that the claim was paid due to the media attention is wrong. The customer was 

advised of the acceptance of their claim in February, long before the media ran the story. He and his family are 

living in temporary accommodation funded by RACQ Insurance whilst we rebuild their home. 

RACQ prides itself on being a Queensland organisation and the fact that all its call centres and claims 

management staff are based in this State. 

Question:  Why did RACQ Insurance not attend the public meeting with the Assistant Treasurer in Ipswich? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance, along with other insurers, was represented by the Insurance Council of Australia at 

the meeting.  This continues to be our preferred communication method in public forums which are addressing 

industry wide issues. 
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Get the facts 19/5/2011 @ 13:20:50 

Over the past few weeks you would have seen a great deal of media attention on the insurance industry including 

RACQ Insurance. Unfortunately some of these reports have contained inaccurate information and assumptions 

which are very misleading. 

RACQ Insurance has decided to set the record straight by publishing answers to the most commonly asked 

questions.  

Question: How many insurance claims have you received from the December-January weather events and 

Cyclone Yasi? 

Answer: To date we have received 6,210 claims from the weather events in December-January and 5,064 from 

Cyclone Yasi in February. Approximately 87% of these claims are Household claims and the remaining 13% are 

Motor and Pleasurecraft claims. 

Question: What is the total percentage of the Household weather event claims, including flood and cyclone that 

you expect to pay out? 

Answer: From the information we know at this point we estimate that up to 85% of the Household claims we 

have received will be approved. 

The majority of Household claims (i.e. approximately 7,500 claims) are normal “storm” claims. About 23% of the 

Household claims we have received (i.e. approximately 2,300 claims) involve water inundation of the property. 

Question: How many of these claims have been processed so far and when do you expect to complete them all? 

Answer: So far we have been able to make a decision on 94% of the household claims we have received. 

The remaining 6% are more complex in terms of determining the cause of water inundation. We are working hard 

to reach a decision on these claims and to advise individual claimants of the outcome as soon as practically 

possible. 

The rebuilding process has begun however given the volume and geographical spread of claims this task will 

take many months. 

To date RACQ Insurance has paid over $23 million in claims settlements relating to these weather events.  

Question: Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do 

not cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any 

doubt about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary for RACQ Insurance to conduct a 

detailed investigation which seeks specific assistance from a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earth’s surface. There is a limited number of them 

available in Australia and with the huge demand for their services as a result of the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history the process of working through the list of claims is lengthy. 

Question: Why canâ??t you just give policyholders the benefit of the doubt and classify it all as flash flood or 

stormwater runoff?  

Answer: All insurance companies take out their own insurance to cover large scale catastrophes such as these. 

This is called reinsurance and it is necessary to ensure the insurance company has the capacity to pay when 

very large numbers of claims arise from one event. Reinsurers charge a premium based on the coverage offered 

by the insurer to the customer. RACQ Insurance can only claim from reinsurers on the same basis as the 

customer’s cover.  

We are unable to make payouts without the ability to recover from our reinsurers as this would place a huge 

financial burden on the company flowing through to substantially higher premiums for all policyholders. 
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Question: Do you tell people that flood cover is not included? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has always made it clear in plain language that flood cover is not included. 

For example, it is stated in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), in the Optional Cover section and on the 

Certificate of Insurance that flood cover is not included with the standard Household insurance policy. 

Question:  Why is that 10-year-old Ipswich boy still living in a tent in his family’s damaged Ipswich home? Why 

won’t you pay the parents as per their policy? 

Answer:  There is no reason why that young boy should be living in a tent, it is completely unnecessary. The 

family in question was given an emergency cash payment by RACQ Insurance to assist with temporary 

arrangements pending investigation of the claim. The family was kept informed throughout the investigation 

process and on March 4 the family were advised that their claim for damage to their home, which was determined 

to be caused by storm water run off had been accepted. 

An immediate cash advance payment was made on March 4 along with confirmation and advice to the customer 

that the policy provided for emergency/alternative accommodation should they wish to move out immediately. 

Upon acceptance of the claim the policyholders requested that we consider an all up cash offer to settle all 

aspects of their claim and we agreed to work towards this with them. 

Following completion of all of the necessary engineering and building scoping requirements an offer to settle the 

claim, in line with the terms of their policy, was made to the family on March 31. 

Question: How much have you paid out from your compassionate fund? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance has so far paid out nearly $6 million from its compassionate fund and expects to pay 

out substantially more to provide support to our policyholders who have been seriously affected and whose 

contract of insurance does not cover them for the specific damage. 

The $10 million was provided by The Royal Automobile Club of Queensland Limited (RACQ), the parent 

organisation of RACQ Insurance, foregoing its dividend for this year. It was part of a $20 million package for flood 

victims announced by the RACQ which included $2 million to the Premier’s Flood Relief Fund and $8 million to 

be distributed through a new RACQ Foundation to community groups and organisations which are in need due to 

the impact of the floods and Cyclones. 

Question:  Was the email making a joke of the RACQ Insurance customer a reflection of what the organisation 

really thinks of its customers? 

Answer:  The email comment by the temporary contractor involved, who had been brought in by RACQ 

Insurance two months ago to help with the heavy workload from the floods and Cyclone Yasi, was totally 

unacceptable. The contractor no longer works for RACQ Insurance.  We are deeply concerned about the content 

and tone of this email and stress that the actions of this one individual do not reflect the views, attitudes or 

fundamental customer service ethos of RACQ Insurance. 

We have apologised to the customer involved and he has accepted our apology and is happy with our response 

to the issue.  Any suggestion that the claim was paid due to the media attention is wrong. The customer was 

advised of the acceptance of their claim in February, long before the media ran the story. He and his family are 

living in temporary accommodation funded by RACQ Insurance whilst we rebuild their home. 

RACQ prides itself on being a Queensland organisation and the fact that all its call centres and claims 

management staff are based in this State. 

Question:  Why did RACQ Insurance not attend the public meeting with the Assistant Treasurer in Ipswich? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance, along with other insurers, was represented by the Insurance Council of Australia at 

the meeting.  This continues to be our preferred communication method in public forums which are addressing 

industry wide issues. 
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Get the facts 24/5/2011 @ 11:05:26 

Over the past few weeks you would have seen a great deal of media attention on the insurance industry including 

RACQ Insurance. Unfortunately some of these reports have contained inaccurate information and assumptions 

which are very misleading. 

RACQ Insurance has decided to set the record straight by publishing answers to the most commonly asked 

questions.  

Question: How many insurance claims have you received from the December-January weather events and 

Cyclone Yasi? 

Answer: As at 23rd May, 2011 we have received 10,361 claims from the weather events in December-January, 

including the hailstorms in Brisbane and flooding across Queensland and 5,261 from Cyclone Yasi in February. 

Question: Why don’t you offer flood cover as standard with your Household insurance policy? 

Answer: While insurance companies operate in the same way in general terms, each has its own approach to 

managing risk. RACQ Insurance understands there is not adequate flood mapping across Queensland to 

properly assess potential impacts or risk appropriately and, therefore from a risk management perspective, we 

cannot offer flood as part of our standard cover. 

Question: Do you tell people that flood cover is not included? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance has always made it clear in plain language that flood cover is not included. For 

example, it is stated in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), in the Optional Cover section and on the 

Certificate of Insurance that flood cover is not included with the standard Household insurance policy. 

Question: Is the $20 million disaster relief package all the RACQ has done to help Queenslanders recover from 

the disasters? 

Answer: No. RACQ has also provided significant support to Queenslanders throughout the disasters through: 

Provision of road conditions reports 

Free towing of flood affected vehicles  

Deployment of the mobile business centre and emergency teams into cyclone affected areas to provide 

communications and assist with the clean-up of debris 

Free vehicle inspections for damaged or potentially damaged cars 

Waiving of excess towing fees for flood impacted vehicles 

Waiving of standard waiting times for new members for recovery of flood-affected vehicles. 

Question: Why hasn’t RACQ devoted the whole $20m to paying the claims of individual flood and cyclone 

victims? 

Answer: RACQ has provided a total of $10 million to fund compassionate assistance payments to its insurance 

policyholders who were severely affected by the natural disasters and did not have flood coverage. 

Approximately $7 million of this has already been distributed. 

Question:  Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do 

not cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any 

doubt about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary to thoroughly investigate and assess 

the claim before a final decision can be made.  
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Detailed investigation is undertaken with the assistance of a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earth’s surface. There is a limited number of 

hydrologists available in Australia and a huge demand for their services following the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history. 

The investigations have taken longer than expected due to the widespread impact, volume of claims, the range of 

causes and the unavailability in some cases of all the necessary information due to such factors as access (due 

to damage to key infrastructure to flood affected regions) and the considerable burdens placed on state and local 

authorities due to these unprecedented events. 

As a result of all of these issues, timeframes for final claim decisions have been far longer than we would 

normally accept. 

Question: What percentage of residential properties in Australia is subject to flooding? 

Answer: According to an Insurance Council of Australia and National Flood Information Database (NFID) report, 

the vast majority of Australian properties have little or no flood risk. The report indicates that approximately 2.8% 

of properties have some risk of flooding.  

NFID is an address database containing 11.3 million property addresses, overlayed with the known flood risk 

according to government flood mapping. The report states that presently, not every flood prone area in Australia 

is covered by the NFID. 

http://www.insurancecouncil.com.au/Portals/24/For%20Consumers/Risk%20&%20Disaster/Insurance%20Counci

l%20-%20Consumer%20Tips%20Flood%20Insurance.pdf Read the full report. 

Question:  Why can’t you just give policyholders the benefit of the doubt and classify it all as flash flood or 

stormwater runoff? 

Answer:  All insurance companies take out their own insurance to cover large scale catastrophes. This is called 

reinsurance and it is necessary to ensure the capacity to pay when very large numbers of claims arise from one 

event. Reinsurers charge a premium based on the coverage offered by the insurer to the customer. RACQ 

Insurance can only claim from reinsurers on the same basis as the customer’s cover.  

We are unable to make payouts without the ability to recover from our reinsurers as this would place a huge 

financial burden on the company flowing through to substantially higher premiums for all policyholders. 

Question:  What about car insurance? 

Answer:  Motor comprehensive insurance covers customers against loss or damage (including flood damage) to 

their vehicle and tools and accessories attached to it at the time of the event. 
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Get the facts 27/6/2011 @ 16:23:12 

Over the past few weeks you would have seen a great deal of media attention on the insurance industry including 

RACQ Insurance. Unfortunately some of these reports have contained inaccurate information and assumptions 

which are very misleading. 

RACQ Insurance has decided to set the record straight by publishing answers to the most commonly asked 

questions.  

 

Question: How many insurance claims have you received from the December-January weather events and 

Cyclone Yasi? 

Answer: As at 23rd May, 2011 we have received 10,361 claims from the weather events in December-January, 

including the hailstorms in Brisbane and flooding across Queensland and 5,261 from Cyclone Yasi in February. 

Question: Why don’t you offer flood cover as standard with your Household insurance policy? 

Answer: While insurance companies operate in the same way in general terms, each has its own approach to 

managing risk. RACQ Insurance understands there is not adequate flood mapping across Queensland to 

properly assess potential impacts or risk appropriately and, therefore from a risk management perspective, we 

cannot offer flood as part of our standard cover.  

Question: Do you tell people that flood cover is not included? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance has always made it clear in plain language that flood cover is not included. For 

example, it is stated in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), in the Optional Cover section and on the 

Certificate of Insurance that flood cover is not included with the standard Household insurance policy. 

Question: Is the $20 million disaster relief package all the RACQ has done to help Queenslanders recover from 

the disasters? 

Answer: No. RACQ has also provided significant support to Queenslanders throughout the disasters through: 

Provision of road conditions reports 

Free towing of flood affected vehicles  

Deployment of the mobile business centre and emergency teams into cyclone affected areas to provide 

communications and assist with the clean-up of debris 

Free vehicle inspections for damaged or potentially damaged cars 

Waiving of excess towing fees for flood impacted vehicles 

Waiving of standard waiting times for new members for recovery of flood-affected vehicles. 

Question: Why hasn’t RACQ devoted the whole $20m to paying the claims of individual flood and cyclone 

victims? 

Answer: RACQ has provided a total of $10 million to fund compassionate assistance payments to its insurance 

policyholders who were severely affected by the natural disasters and did not have flood coverage. 

Approximately $7 million of this has already been distributed. 

Question:  Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer:  RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do 

not cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any 
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doubt about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary to thoroughly investigate and assess 

the claim before a final decision can be made.  

Detailed investigation is undertaken with the assistance of a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earth’s surface. There is a limited number of 

hydrologists available in Australia and a huge demand for their services following the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history. 

The investigations have taken longer than expected due to the widespread impact, volume of claims, the range of 

causes and the unavailability in some cases of all the necessary information due to such factors as access (due 

to damage to key infrastructure to flood affected regions) and the considerable burdens placed on state and local 

authorities due to these unprecedented events. 

As a result of all of these issues, timeframes for final claim decisions have been far longer than we would 

normally accept. 

Question: What percentage of residential properties in Australia is subject to flooding? 

Answer: According to an Insurance Council of Australia and National Flood Information Database (NFID) report, 

the vast majority of Australian properties have little or no flood risk. The report indicates that approximately 2.8% 

of properties have some risk of flooding.  

NFID is an address database containing 11.3 million property addresses, overlayed with the known flood risk 

according to government flood mapping. The report states that presently, not every flood prone area in Australia 

is covered by the NFID. 

http://www.insurancecouncil.com.au/Portals/24/For%20Consumers/Risk%20&%20Disaster/Insurance%20Counci

l%20-%20Consumer%20Tips%20Flood%20Insurance.pdf">Read the full report. 

Question:  Why can’t you just give policyholders the benefit of the doubt and classify it all as flash flood or 

stormwater runoff? 

Answer:  All insurance companies take out their own insurance to cover large scale catastrophes. This is called 

reinsurance and it is necessary to ensure the capacity to pay when very large numbers of claims arise from one 

event. Reinsurers charge a premium based on the coverage offered by the insurer to the customer. RACQ 

Insurance can only claim from reinsurers on the same basis as the customer’s cover.  

We are unable to make payouts without the ability to recover from our reinsurers as this would place a huge 

financial burden on the company flowing through to substantially higher premiums for all policyholders. 

Question:  What about car insurance? 

Answer:  Motor comprehensive insurance covers customers against loss or damage (including flood damage) to 

their vehicle and tools and accessories attached to it at the time of the event.  

               

Get the facts on RACQ foundation 

Get the facts 21/04/2011 @ 21:37:21 

The state's peak motoring organisation has called for applications for funding from its $8 million RACQ 

Foundation, established in response to Queensland’s summer of destruction from natural disasters.   

Question: What is the RACQ Foundation? 

Answer: The RACQ Foundation was announced by RACQ on 25 January 2011 immediately after the floods and 

before Cyclone Yasi. It was part of a $20 million disaster relief package announced by RACQ which included 

$10m to fund compassionate assistance payments to RACQ Insurance policyholders severely affected by the 

floods and who don’t have flood coverage; $2 million to the Premiers Disaster Relief Appeal; and $8 million to be 

distributed to communities through the RACQ Foundation.  
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This was RACQ's response to the natural disasters that had devastated our State. It was announced well before 

any other large corporate donations, and three days before the Federal Government announced its disaster 

funding.  

The RACQ Foundation is a charitable trust which has been particularly designed to assist community and 

charitable organisations re-establish themselves to pre-disaster levels, so that they can continue to assist people 

in their local communities. 

Question: How much funding is available and who is eligible? 

Answer: The Foundation has $8 million to distribute to small and medium-sized community and charitable 

organisations that offer services or facilities to local communities. Individual grants of up to $200,000 are 

available for capital works and social services projects.  

Once money has been placed in the RACQ Foundation it cannot be used for any purpose other than the 

objectives of the Foundation. It is intended that all of the $8 million will be distributed to fulfil the Foundations’ 

objectives within the next two years. 

Question: Is this all the RACQ has done to help Queenslanders recover from the disasters? 

Answer: No. The RACQ Foundation is one component of a three-part recovery assistance package that also 

includes: 

$2 million for the Premier’s Disaster Relief Fund 

$10 million to fund compassionate assistance payments for RACQ Insurance policy holders who were severely 

affected by the natural disasters and who don’t have flood coverage.  

RACQ has also provided significant support to Queenslanders throughout the disasters by: 

Provision of road conditions reports 

Free towing of flood affected vehicles 

Deployment of the mobile business centre and emergency teams into cyclone affected areas to provide 

communications and assist with the clean-up of debris  

Free vehicle inspections for damaged or potentially damaged cars  

Waiving of excess towing fees for flood impacted vehicles 

Waiving of standard waiting times for new members for recovery of flood-affected vehicles. 

Question: Why hasn’t RACQ devoted the whole $20m to paying the claims of individual flood and cyclone 

victims? 

Answer: RACQ has provided a total of $10 million to fund compassionate assistance payments to its insurance 

policyholders who were severely affected by the natural disasters and who didn’t have flood coverage. 

Approximately $6 million of this has already been distributed and the balance will be provided over coming 

weeks. 

But we also know that many organisations that provide vital social and community services to people around the 

state suffered badly too. By assisting them to get back on their feet through funding provided by the RACQ 

Foundation and our $2m donation to the Premierâ??s Disaster Relief Fund, we are also helping all 

Queenslanders whose lives were disrupted and whose communities have suffered damage.   

Question: Is this just a PR stunt to take attention away from the fact that RACQ Insurance isn't paying 

policyholder's claims? 

Answer: No on both counts.  
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The RACQ Board decided to fund this recovery package back in mid-January as the impact of the various 

weather events became clear. We did it because, as a member organisation whose purpose is to serve its 

members and the community, it was the right thing to do. 

RACQ Insurance has so far paid out $23 million in claims and this figure will rise. 

Question: If it isn’t a way of offsetting recent bad publicity, why weren't the details of the fund announced 

sooner? 

Answer: The $8 million Foundation was announced on 25 January however, it has taken the intervening period 

to put in place the legal and other governance requirements to ensure it can operate as a charitable organisation. 

Question: Does RACQ Insurance’s CEO really live in a harbour-side apartment in Sydney? 

Answer: No. He is a born and bred Queenslander, and lives in Brisbane.  

Question: Why does RACQ Insurance insist on policyholders signing a confidentiality clause when they receive 

a payout? 

Answer: Confidentiality clauses are not standard, but are used occasionally depending on the individual 

circumstances of the claim. 

Question: Why are hydrological investigations necessary and why do they take so long? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance policies include coverage for flash flood and stormwater run off as standard but do not 

cover other kinds of flood unless the policyholder has obtained the optional extra cover. Where there is any doubt 

about the type of water inundation involved in a claim it is necessary to thoroughly investigate and assess the 

claim before a final decision can be made.  

Detailed investigation is undertaken with the assistance of a hydrologist. Hydrologists are scientists who study 

the source and movement of water above and below the earthâ??s surface. There is a limited number of 

hydrologists available in Australia and a huge demand for their services following the biggest flood disaster in 

modern Australian history. 

The investigations have taken longer than expected due to the widespread impact, volume of claims, the range of 

causes and the unavailability in some cases of all the necessary information due to such factors as access (due 

to damage to key infrastructure to flood affected regions) and the considerable burdens placed on state and local 

authorities due to these unprecedented events. 

As a result of all of these issues, timeframes for final claim decisions have been far longer than we would 

normally accept.  

Question: What about car insurance? 

Answer: Motor comprehensive insurance covers customers against loss or damage (including flood damage) to 

their vehicle and tools and accessories attached to it at the time of the event.  

Question: Why don’t you offer flood cover as standard with your house insurance policy? 

Answer: While insurance companies operate in the same way in general terms, each has its own approach to 

managing risk. 

RACQ Insurance understand that there is not yet adequate flood mapping across Queensland to properly assess 

the potential impacts nor rate the risk address appropriately and, therefore, from a risk management perspective, 

we cannot offer flood as part of our standard cover. 

Also RACQ Insurance has made flood cover optional for those who require this additional coverage and to keep 

premiums down for those who don't.  

Question: What percentage of residential properties in Australia is subject to flooding? 
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Answer: According to an Insurance Council of Australia and National Flood Information Database (NFID) report, 

the vast majority of Australian properties have little or no flood risk.  

The report indicates that approximately 2.8% of properties have some risk of flooding.  

NFID is an address database containing 11.3 million property addresses, overlayed with the known flood risk 

according to government flood mapping. The report states that presently, not every flood prone area in Australia 

is covered by the NFID. 

www.insurancecouncil.com.au/Portals/24/For%20Consumers/Risk%20&%20Disaster/Insurance%20Council%20-

%20Consumer%20Tips%20Flood%20Insurance.pdfRead the full report. 

 

Get the facts 02/08/2011 @ 10:08:01 

The state's peak motoring organisation has called for applications for funding from its $8 million RACQ 

Foundation, established in response to Queensland's summer of destruction from natural disasters. 

Question: What is the RACQ Foundation? 

Answer: The RACQ Foundation was announced in January as part of a $20 million disaster relief package. The 

package included $10m to fund compassionate assistance payments to severely affected RACQ Insurance 

policyholders who don't have flood coverage; $2 million to the Premiers Disaster Relief Appeal; and $8 million to 

be distributed to communities through the RACQ Foundation. 

This was RACQ's response to the natural disasters that had devastated our State. It was announced well before 

any other large corporate donations or Federal Government disaster funding. The RACQ Foundation is a 

charitable trust designed to assist community and charitable organisations re-establish themselves to pre-

disaster levels.  

Question: How much funding is available and who is eligible? 

Answer: The Foundation has $8 million to distribute to small and medium-sized community and charitable 

organisations that offer services or facilities to local communities. Individual grants of up to $200,000 are 

available for capital works and social services projects.  

Question: When will applicants be informed that their funding submission was successful? 

Answer: Applications for the first round of funding through the RACQ Foundation closed April 30 and donations 

of more than $1.7 million to 22 groups were announced on May 25. Applications for the second round close on 

May 27, with a third round closing on June 24. Further funding rounds will be announced later in the year. 

Question: Who received money in the first round of funding? 

Answer: Under the RACQ Foundation’s first round of grants, several organisations in the state’s worst hit regions 

will receive direct cash assistance. Recipients of this first round funding include: 

The Endeavour Foundation at Redbank in south-east Queensland, which will receive $200,000 towards building 

Treetops Residential, a supported accommodation facility which will replace the Riverside Residential building 

which was inundated by floodwaters; 

The Kath Dickson Family Centre, a charity for at risk and disadvantaged children and their families in 

Toowoomba, which will receive $160,000 to re-establish services, repair playground equipment and replace 

assets to support community services in flood affected areas; 

Brisbane Basketball, which will receive $200,000 to repair extensive flood damage to their Auchenflower stadium 

used by more than 4,000 players a week. The funding includes repairs to two courts, toilets, canteen , floor, 

reception, equipment, security system, disabled lift, new doors, locks, plumbing and the car park; 
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The Tully and District Times Pony Club, which was damaged during Cyclone Yasi, will receive $85,000 to replace 

the damaged clubhouse roof and repair the canteen and toilet facilities, and; 

$100,000 to the RSPCA at Fairfield in Brisbane towards the replacement of vital intensive care units damaged 

when the animal welfare centre was inundated during the floods. 

Another 17 organisations are being informed of the funding support following their applications to the RACQ 

Foundation and we are currently working through the details of these applications to finalise the distribution 

process. 

Question: Why doesn't RACQ just give the money to the worst-hit region, surely they need it the most? 

Answer: As a Queensland-wide organisation representing 1.2 million members and their families, it's important 

we reflect the nature of RACQ in the spread of donations from the RACQ Foundation. 

The first round of $1.7 million in grants will help community organisations which cannot get funding from 

anywhere else. These are organisations providing vital support and assistance to their local communities and are 

often the glue around keeping these suburbs, towns and regions together.  

More information, including eligibility criteria and applications packs, is available at <a 

href="http://www.racq.com/foundation">www.racq.com/foundation. 

         

Get the facts - RACQ Insurance announces claims re-assessment 

Get the facts 02/08/2011 @ 11:30:35 

RACQ Insurance announced that, following the release of new hydrological information relating to January's 

floods, it had reassessed and approved 247 previously declined insurance claims in the Ipswich area. 

Question 1: What has RACQ Insurance announced today? 

Answer: RACQ Insurance announced that, following the release of new hydrological information relating to 

January's floods, it had reassessed and approved 247 previously declined insurance claims in the Ipswich area. 

Question 2: Why were these customers originally told they weren't covered? 

Answer: These claims were previously declined based on the best information available at the time. However, 

the newly released information shows that they can be accepted under our cover for flash flood and stormwater 

run-off. 

Question 3: What was this new information?   

Answer: The new information was data relating to a hydrology model that we had first requested in February 

from the Ipswich City Council, SEQ Water, and the Brisbane City Council. It has now been released by the 

Brisbane City Council and provided important information and data on the affected area. 

 Question 4: Could this be the case for other customers? 

Answer: No. Following the release of the hydrological information, RACQ Insurance reassessed all potentially 

affected claims. There are no further claims to be reassessed. 

Question 5: Why was the information released by BCC and not Ipswich City Council? 

Answer: That is a question for the Ipswich City Council. 

Question 6: Will customers have to pay back any "compassionate" payments? 

Answer: Any compassionate payments made by RACQ Insurance to these customers will not need to be 

returned. 
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Question 7: Is this a back down following public criticism of your no-payment stance?  

Answer: No. This is the right decision based on all the information now available and which we have been asking 

for since February. 

Question 8: How will this affect Premier's Relief Fund payments?  

Answer: We will be having discussions with the Premier's Fund. However, it will be up to the Premier's Fund as 

to how they manage any payments already made to these customers. 

Question 9: Should all insurers be changing their decisions in this area?  

Answer: Our investigations are tailored for our policies. We cannot speak for other insurers. 

Question 10:  Which area was it? I am just down the road - why didn't my result change?  

Answer: The further information impacted on a number of properties in the part of the Ipswich region which was 

inundated by the Bremer River. We have advised all customers who were affected. 

Question 11: Does everyone who has been reassessed now know their claims have been approved?  

Answer: RACQ Insurance has sent the information by express post overnight and is individually calling each 

affected customer. 

Question 12: Why did you say they weren't covered, if you knew you didn't have all the information?  

Answer: At the time we made our original claims decisions, we did not know what further information was 

available and whether the further information would ever actually be released to us. 

Question 13: How long did these customers wait before they were declined originally? Why not just wait a bit 

longer until you had all of the information?  

Answer: The times varied. Customers were advised of their claims decisions as soon as possible after we 

confirmed the circumstances of their inundation with the best information we had available. Delaying the claims 

decisions was not possible because we did not know how much longer we would need to wait for the further 

information to be released to us, or whether the information would be released to us at all. 
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Version!Control!FSRA/Scripting/HH!Prompting!(effective!5
th
!August!2009)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Page!1!of!7! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Version!9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!Household!Quote!
 

Identify!Customer:!
Name:!if!not!already!

given!/!identified!via!club!

membership!!

! Is!the!client!a!Club!Member!

If!yes,!what!level!
If!yes,!you!are!entitled!to!additional!discounts!

! Does!the!client!have!!any!!existing!

policies!with!RACQ!
If!yes,!you!may!be!entitled!to!additional!discounts!

Risk!Description:!

!

Ref!U/w!Manual!5.5.1!!

Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.7!!

Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.16!!

!

!

Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.6!!

If!!No!to!Occupancy!!

Ref!!to!U/w!Manual!

5.6.14!

!

Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.11!

!

Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.12 

! Year!built!

! Type!of!building!

! Any!business!…………….!

! Usage!–!Farm!Dwellings!!
Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.29!

! Under!construction!or!proposed!

renovation!

! Walls!

! Permanently!occupied!……..!

! Weekender!

! Heritage!listed!

! Owner/Tenant/Rented!Occupied!!

! What!year!was!the!property!constructed?!

! What!type!of!property!is!it?!

! Business!endorsement!Ref!!U/w!!Manual!2.6!!

! If!acreage;!!Check!if!!>!30!acres!Refer!to!Sales!and!
Distribution!Support!!

! Is!there!any!form!of!construction!being!

undertaken!at!the!property?!!

! What!material!are!the!external!walls!made!from?!

! Is!the!property!permanently!occupied?!

! Is!the!property!used!as!a!weekender?!

! If!older!than!100!years?!

! Is!the!property!Owner!occupied?!

What!is!the!roof!construction?!Note:!If!the!roof!type!is!fibro/asbestos!cement,!you!can!continue!with!the!

quote,!however!do!not!provide!premium!to!the!customer.!!You!will!need!to!convert!the!quote!to!a!new!

business!policy,!inputting!all!relevant!data!to!be!able!to!obtain!a!premium!at!the!RS!Screen.!If!the!customer!

wants!to!proceed!with!the!policy,!you!must!go!back!to!the!RC!screen,!read!all!mandatory!new!business!scripting!

including!DOD,!FSG!and!PDS,!as!well!as!confirm!other!details!entered!at!quote!stage.!If!the!customer!does!not!

wish!to!proceed!with!policy,!you!must!go!to!the!PB!screen!and!delete!policy.!

Sum!Insured:!
F!&!F!ref!U/w!Manual!!

5.6.30!

If!contents!are!over!

$120,000!does!the!

customer!meet!minimum!

security?!!!!or!!!
If!Tenanted!/!Renter,!if!

contents!are!over!$80,000!"!

does!it!meet!minimum!

security?!

Ref.!U/W!manual!5.6.42!

Motor!Burnout!page!48!

PDS!

!

!

Selected!Personal!

Items!
Ref.!U/W!manual!5.6.33!

!

Group!Cover!!!
Ref!U/W!manual!5.6.34!

Household!PDS!page!50!

! Building!Sum!Insured!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!What!Sum!insured!would!you!like?!
!

! Fixtures!and!Fittings!(if!tenanted)!are!there!any!fixtures!and!fittings!to!be!insured?!
!

!

! Contents!Sum!Insured!(if!applicable)!!!!!!!!What!Sum!insured!would!you!like?!
! If!combined!sum!insured!is!$2,000,000!or!more!refer!to!Sales!and!Distribution!Support!

!

!
!

! Our!Standard!policy!includes!cover!for!Glass!Breakage,!Would!you!like!cover!for!Motor!

Burnout?!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

! Do!you!have!any!personal!items!that!you!would!like!to!cover!for!loss!or!damage!

anywhere!in!Australia!or!New!Zealand?!

!

!

Group!cover!is!an!optional!cover!that!covers!against!accidental!loss!or!damage!to!items!of!

property,!the!insured!can!select!from!the!range!of!sum!insured!

Previous!household!

claims:!NCD!!

Ref!U/w!Manual!5.5.2 

Have!you!or!anyone!else!to!be!insured!

on!this!policy!made!a!household!claim!in!

the!last!3!years?!
If!yes,!refer!to!claims!calculator!

Flood!Cover:!
No!Flood!cover!available!

in!NNSW!

This!policy!automatically!covers!Flash!Flood!and!Stormwater!Run"off.!If!you!would!like!a!

more!comprehensive!cover!against!flood!damage!you!will!need!to!apply!for!this!separately.!

Alarm:!
Contents!Only!

If!Back!to!base?!10%!discount!on!their!

contents!

Is!there!a!working!alarm!fitted!at!the!property?!!

If!yes,!is!it!back!to!base!monitored?!

Discounts:!!
Ref!!U/W!manual!2.14!!

!

! Loyalty!!!

! Over!55!!!

! Qld!Seniors!Card!!

! Multi"Policy!(3+)!

! NNSW!may!be!a!State!issued!card,!

National!card!or!NNSW!business!card.!
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Version!Control!FSRA/Scripting/HH!Prompting!(effective!5
th
!August!2009)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Page!2!of!7! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Version!9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

This!quote!is!an!estimate!only!based!on!the!information!that!you!have!given!me,!the!premium!will!be!

$_____!with!a!standard!excess!of!$________.!

!

How!does!this!sound?!!Depending!on!response!

!

Would!you!like!this!quote!to!include!our!Advanced!Cover!option!which!covers!you!for!accidental!

damage!to!selected!items!&!includes!Motor!Burnout?!(if!owner!occupied)!Ref.!U/W!manual!5.3.2!

Advanced!Cover!page!49!PDS!!This!option!can!be!added!to!(state!covers!which!are!applicable.)!

Optional!Covers!ref!U/W!manual!!5.5.5!

!

Would!you!like!to!go!ahead!with!the!policy!NOW?!!

" Yes:!Proceed!

# No:!!Provide!Quote!number!!

!If!appropriate,!offer!PBTM!premium!"!advise!client!of!Annual!Fee!of!$60!which!is!$5!per!month!

!Advise!“This!quote!is!an!estimate!only!based!on!the!information!you!have!provided.!If!you!wish!to!proceed!

with!the!policy!we!will!need!to!ask!you!additional!questions!which!may!affect!the!acceptance,!!premium!and!

excess”!

!

ADDITIONAL!INFORMATION!IF!THE!CUSTOMER!ASKS!ABOUT!EXCESS!OPTIONS!

!

This!section!is!not!a!compulsory!part!of!the!scripting!and!is!for!information!only.!

!

If!a!customer!indicates!they!pay!a!higher!excess!with!their!previous!insurer!to!reduce!their!premium!and!

they!want!a!quote!on!that!basis,!or!if!they!ask!whether!RACQI!offers!a!flexible!excess!option!similar!to!

some!competitors.!

!

The!standard!excess!on!our!policy!is!$300!!(standard!and!advanced!cover)!!!!

!

The!non!removable!earthquake!excess!on!our!policy!is!$300!(when!applicable)!

!

Excess!Code! $!Amount!

Standard! $300!

X1! Nil!

X2! $150!

X3! $200!

X5! $500!

X6! $1000!

X7! $750!

!

Note:!The!use!of!the!voluntary!excess!options!can!help!overcome!price!objections!by!allowing!the!

insured!to!manage!the!degree!of!risk!that!they!wish!to!accept!and!the!amount!of!premium!that!they!pay.!

!

An!excess!is!the!amount!the!customer!has!to!pay!or!bear!towards!the!cost!of!the!claim.!An!excess!may!

impact!on!the!benefit/feature!limit!payable.!

!

!
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PRIVACY!
Your!personal!information!is!required!to!perform!the!service!sought!by!you.!!We!may!share!this!

information!with!our!alliance!partners!and!contractors!so!we!can!provide!this!service.!

!

Some!insurance!related!information!may!be!given!to!an!insurance!reference!bureau!and!on!occasions!

to!other!insurers!and!reinsurers.!

!

This!personal!information!is!available!to!you!upon!request.!

!

!

DUTY!OF!DISCLOSURE!
I!have!to!tell!you!about!your!Duty!of!Disclosure.!

!

When!answering!our!questions,!you!must!be!honest!and!you!have!a!duty!to!tell!us!anything!known!to!

you,!or!which!a!reasonable!person!in!the!circumstances!would!include!in!answer!to!the!questions.!!It!is!

important!that!you!understand!you!are!answering!the!questions!in!this!way!for!yourself!and!anyone!

else!whom!you!want!to!be!covered!by!the!policy.!

!

We!will!use!the!answers!in!deciding!whether!to!insure!you!and!anyone!else!to!be!insured!under!the!

policy!and!on!what!terms.!We!may!reduce!or!refuse!to!pay!a!claim,!or!cancel!the!policy,!if!you!have!not!

answered!our!questions!in!this!way.!

!

!

ORAL!FSG!!(Telephone!Consultants!Only)!
!

I!am!able!to!contract!general!insurance!products!on!behalf!of!RACQ!Insurance!and!cannot!provide!

financial!product!advice.!

!

I!am!an!employee!of!RACQ!which!is!a!50%!owner!of!RACQ!Insurance.!I!am!paid!a!salary!by!RACQ!and!

any!incentive!bonuses!paid!to!staff!are!not!anticipated!to!exceed!an!average!of!7%!!

of!salaries.!!!These!bonuses!are!not!charged!to!you!

!

!

ORAL!PDS!!(Telephone!Consultants!Only)!
!

The!insurance!cover!you!have!selected!is!______________!Insurance.!

You!will!receive!a!“Product!Disclosure!Statement”!and!your!certificate!of!insurance.!!These!will!give!

you!full!details!of!your!insurance.!!Please!read!them,!including!the!exclusions.!

!

RACQ!Insurance!is!the!issuer!of!the!policy.!!In!the!event!that!you!have!a!complaint,!you!can!contact!us!

on!phone!number!13!19!05.!

!

!

Cooling!Off!Period!

!

You!will!need!to!pay!your!insurance!policy!within!14!days.!You!also!have!a!21!day!cooling!off!period!so!

if!you!decide!to!cancel!and!haven’t!made!a!claim!in!that!time,!you!will!get!a!full!refund.!
!

!

!
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Household!New!Business!
 

Confirm!Effective!Date!

Risk!Circumstance!

Screen!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Household!PDS!:!

Storm!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!p.17!

Flash!Flood!!!!!!p.18!

Bushfire!!!!!!!!!!!p.22!

!

!

! Previous!Insurer!(RACQ!or!other!Insurer)!

! Previous!Insurance!Type!

! Policy!Number!(if!available)!What!is!the!policy!number!from!your!previous!policy?!!!

! Expiry!What!is!the!expiry!date!of!that!policy?!

! Risk!Address!!

Has!the!client!signed!a!contract!on!the!home!(!Y!/!N!)!

Is!the!policy!to!replace!a!current!existing!policy!!(Y!/!N!)!

If!the!answer!is!NO!read!the!following:!!

!

Due!to!not!having!current!insurance,!there!will!be!a!48!hour!period!before!Storm,!

Flash!flood!and!Bushfire!damage!is!applicable!on!this!policy.!

!

Risk!Details!

Screen!
If!policy!in!Business!

name!or!if!any!part!of!

Home!used!for!

business!purposes!

verify!ABN!and!ITC!%!!

!

Ref.!U/w!manual!

5.6.17!

Unacceptable!Roofs:!

Thatched;!Wooden!

shingle;!roof!that!

allows!rain!to!enter!the!

building!!

!

Risk!Condition!!
Ref!U/w!manual!5.6.1!

!

Construction!Criteria!

Ref!U/w!manual!

5.6.17!&!5.6.16!!

!

!

!

Alarm!Discount:!!

Back!to!Base!!

Contents!Only!

!

Ref!U/w!manual!2.14!

!

Building!Sum!Insured!!

Ref!U/W!manual!!

5.6.10!

!

F!&!F!ref!U/W!manual!!

5.6.30 

If!converted!from!a!quote:!

The!policy!will!be!based!on!the!information!you!provided!for!me!to!do!the!quote!plus!some!

additional!questions!I!will!need!to!get!from!you!now.!

If!converted!from!Quote!

! Frame!"!What!materials?!

! Roof!"!What!materials?!

! Floor!"!What!materials?!

! Non!Family!member?!

! Lived!more!than!3!months!

! Owned!more!than!3!months!

! Good!Condition!and!Well!

Maintained!!
!

If!added!from!New!Business!(use!both!columns)!!

! Year!built!

! Type!of!building!"What!type!of!property?!

! Any!business!Ref!U/w!Manual!5.5.1!

! Usage!!"!Farm!Dwellings!Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.29!
If!acreage;!!Check!if!!>!30!acres!Refer!to!Sales!and!
Distribution!Support!!

! Under!construction!or!proposed!renovation!!
Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.7!&!5.6.16!

! Walls!!!!!!"!What!materials!made!from?!

! Permanently!occupied!……!!
Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.14!

! Weekender!Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.6!

! Heritage!listed!!Ref!U/w!Manual!5.6.11!
If!over!100!years!old?!

! Owner/Tenant/Rented!Occupied!Ref!U/w!Manual!
5.6.12!

!

!

If!yes,!advise!they!receive!a!10%!discount!on!their!

contents!
!

!

!

!

What!Sum!Insured!would!you!like!to!insure!your!

Building?!

!

Are!there!any!Fixtures!&!Fittings!to!be!insured?!
!
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!

Risk!Extra!Screen!
!

If!contents!are!over!

$120,000!does!the!

customer!meet!

minimum!security?!!!!

or!
If!Tenanted!/!Renter,!if!

contents!are!over!

$80,000!"!does!it!meet!

minimum!security?!

!

Ref.!U/W!manual!

5.6.42!

!

!

! Contents!(if!applicable)!
! If!Owner!occupier,!if!contents!are!over!$120,000!does!the!owner!occupier!meet!minimum!

security!requirements!

! If!Tenanted!/!Renter,!!if!contents!are!over!$80,000!does!the!premises!meet!minimum!

security!requirements!

!

Does!the!home!have!the!following!security!features?!

!

! Key!operated!deadlocks!on!all!external!doors!other!than!security!or!screen!doors!

! Key!operated!window!locks!on!all!windows!

! Steel!bars/grilles!/!Security!screens!on!all!windows?!

! Is!there!a!safe!on!premises!/!residence?!

! Are!there!any!other!forms!of!security?!

!

Contents!Sum!

Insured!Specified!

Contents!Items!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Ref.!page!34!House!

PDS!!

!

Reminder:!
!

Proof!of!ownership!

will!be!required!in!

the!event!of!a!claim!

!

Our!policy!has!limits!on!some!contents!items!unless!they!have!been!listed.!These!apply!

to!items!such!as!watches,!jewellery,!cameras,!CDs,!DVD’s,!computer!games,!and!works!

of!art.!It!is!important!that!you!check!these!limits!when!you!get!your!policy!on!page!34!of!

the!PDS.!!If!you!have!any!items!you!need!to!insure!for!a!higher!amount!give!us!a!call!and!

we!can!list!them!on!your!policy.!!

!

If!customer!asks!you!to!explain!the!limits:!

!

Watches,!jewellery!and!gold!or!silver!artefacts!(but!not!

bullion)!

Up!to!$2,000!for!each!item!or!set, but!

not!more!than!$6,000!in!total!

Cameras!and!their!accessories!(other!than!movie!and!

video)!

Up!to!$2,000!total!

Movie!or!video!cameras!and!their!accessories Up!to!$2,000!total!

CD’s,!DVDs,!Audio!and!Video!tapes,!records,!computer!

discs,!game!cartridges!and!consoles!

Up!to!$5,000!in!total!

Paintings,!Pictures,!works!of!art,! Up!to!$2,000!for!each!item!or!set,!but!

not!more!than!a!total!of!$12,000!!!

Collections,!medals!or!memorabilia! Up!to!$2,000!total!
!

!

Selected!Personal!

Items!
Ref.!U/W!manual!

5.6.33!

!

!

!

Group!Cover!!
Ref!U/W!manual!

5.6.34!

Household!PDS:!page!

50!
!

!

This!question!does!not!need!to!be!asked!if!they!have!been!offered!at!Quote!stage!

!

Do!you!have!any!personal!items!that!you!would!like!to!cover!for!loss!or!damage!

anywhere!in!Australia!or!New!Zealand?!

!

!

!

This!question!does!not!need!to!be!asked!if!they!have!been!offered!at!Quote!stage!

!

Group!cover!is!an!optional!cover!that!covers!against!accidental!loss!or!damage!to!items!of!

property,!the!insured!can!select!from!the!range!of!sum!insured!

!
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!

Pet!Cover!
!

AA!!lliimmiitt!!ooff!!ttwwoo!!((22))!!ppeettss!!

ppeerr!!ccoovveerraaggee!!aapppplliieess!!ffoorr!!

qquuootteess!!&&!!nneeww!!bbuussiinneessss!!

Ref.!U/W!manual!5.3.3!

!

Pet!Cover!!page!52!!PDS!

!

IIff!!aaddddeedd!!aaddvviissee!!$$5500!!

eexxcceessss!!

!

NNoottee::!!IIff!!pprreevviioouuss!!ppeett!!

ccllaaiimmss!!iinn!!llaasstt!!33!!yyeeaarrss!!aarree!!

ddiisscclloosseedd,,!!rreeffeerr!!ttoo!!!!

SSuuppppoorrtt!!TTeeaamm!!––!!eexxtt::!!

5544117755!!

!

!

!

We!provide!pet!cover,!do!you!have!a!dog!or!cat!aged!between!6!weeks!&!10!years?!

If!yes,!Would!you!like!cover!for!their!veterinary!treatment!if!they!suffer!from!an!

unexpected!injury!or!illness?!

Is!your!pet!used!in!connection!with!any!of!the!following!activities:!

! Professional!breeding!purposes!

!

For!Dogs!only:!

! In!a!business!as!a!guard!dog!or!used!as!a!farm!work!dog!

! Sporting!events!such!as!dog!racing!or!animal!hunting!

!

Has!your!pet!been!immunised!and!received!annual!booster!for!canine!or!feline!diseases?!

Has!your!pet!shown!any!signs!of!illness!or!does!it!have!any!pre"existing!illness!or!defect?!If!
No!continue!

If!Yes!We!do!not!pay!for!pre"existing!illness(es),!disease(s)!or!defect!

Note:!Comment!policy!!

Has!a!vet!treated!your!pet!in!the!last!12!months?!If!No!continue!

If!Yes!‘Comment!policy!with!details!’!!

Details!of!the!pet:!

! Pet!Type!

! Name!

! Sex!

! Breed!

! Age

!

Accidents!/Claims!

Screen!

!

!

Ref.!U/W!manual!5.4.1!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

If!Yes,!Ref.!U/W!manual!

2.23!

!

!

Please!note!that!your!answers!to!the!following!questions!could!affect!any!claim!that!you!

may!make!in!the!future.!

!

In!the!last!3!years,!have!you!or!anyone!else!to!be!insured!on!this!policy!suffered!any!home!

or!contents!loss!or!damage!whether!an!insurance!claim!was!made!or!not,!or!had!a!liability!

claim!made!against!you!or!anyone!intended!to!be!insured!on!the!policy?!

!

Have!you!or!anyone!else!to!be!insured!on!this!policy!had!any!insurance!declined,!cancelled,!

voided!or!renewal!refused,!a!claim!rejected!or!special!conditions!imposed!in!the!last!3!

years?!

!

Have!you!or!anyone!else!to!be!insured!on!this!policy!been!convicted!of!any!criminal!offence!

in!the!last!5!years?!

!

Note:!
!

No!Flood!cover!avail.!!in!

NNSW!

!

Motor!Burnout!page!48!

PDS!

!

!

Advance!Cover!page!49!

PDS!

!

!

These!questions!do!not!need!to!be!asked!if!they!have!been!offered!at!Quote!stage!

!

! This!policy!automatically!covers!Flash!Flood!and!Stormwater!Run"off.!If!you!would!like!a!more!

comprehensive!cover!against!flood!damage!you!will!need!to!apply!for!this!separately.!

!

! Our!Standard!policy!includes!cover!for!Glass!Breakage,!Would!you!like!cover!for!Motor!Burnout?!

!

! Would!you!like!to!include!our!Advanced!Cover!option!which!covers!you!for!accidental!

damage!to!selected!items!&!includes!Motor!Burnout?!!

Mortgagee!! Check!Mortgagee!on!risk!address!!(if!applicable)!
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!

Household!

Wrap!Up!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Ref.!page!34!House!

PDS!

Limits!on!some!

contents!items!

!

When!you!have!finished!adding!the!new!business,!confirm!the!following!details!with!the!

customer:!

!

! Policy!Number:!

! Type!of!Policy!(Contents!Only,!Building!&!Contents!etc)!

! Sums!Insured!

! Policy!Options!"!What!was!and!was!not!selected:!

o Flood!Cover!!(QLD!only!–!not!available!NNSW)!

o Pet!Cover!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(contents!only)!

o Advanced!Cover!!!!!!!!!(owner/occupied!only)!

o Fusion/Motor!Burnout!!(if!Advanced!not!applied)!

o Group/Selected!Personal!Items!Cover!

! !Check!if!client!entitled!to!Policy!Discounts!including!!

!!!!!!Multi"Policy!Discount!,!!!

! !All!Excesses!that!apply!

! !Premium!

!

Would!you!like!to!pay!for!that!policy!now?!!

(If!insured!has!not!already!indicated!how!they!would!like!to!pay)!

!

If!NO:!!14!Days!to!make!payment!

Inform!client!of!Payment!Options!(!PBtM,!Annual!Fee!of!$60!/!$5!per!!month!send!

payment,!etc)!

If!client!want!to!pay!via!the!PBtM!Option!refer!to!PBtM!scripting.!!

!

!

!You!will!receive!a!‘Product!Disclosure!Statement’!and!quote!/!policy!certificate!that!

will!explain!how!your!premium!is!calculated!and!also!show!all!costs!and!policy!limits !

/!discounts!applicable!to!this!policy.!!!!!
!

 

!!!

!
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RACQ Sales & Service Framework - Household quote  

 

Step Components  Reference / tips 

 

1. Open the 
conversation 

 

 

 

FRIENDLY 
GREETING 

 

Good morning, this is Natalie speaking 

May I ask who I’m speaking with please? (Use the customers name throughout the 
conversation.) 

 

B
u

il
d

 r
a
p

p
o

rt
 

ESTABLISH TYPE 
OF BUSINESS 

 

What’s the reason for your call today? 

Would you like a quote or a policy today? 
 

If the customer’s answer to this question is: 

Quote - Complete steps 1 to 5 of this framework 

Policy - Complete steps 6 to 7 of this framework 

 

EXPLAIN THE 
PROCESS 

To work out a quote for you I’m going to ask you a number of questions about your 
home and/or contents and their condition, and your insurance history. 

 

A
s
k
 q

u
e
s
ti

o
n

s
 

2. Establish 
customer 
details 

 

 

 

RACQ 
ASSOCIATION: 

! CLUB 

! INSURANCE 

Are you an existing RACQ member? 

What is your membership loyalty level? 

What existing policies do you have with RACQ Insurance? 

Do you or any other insured have a Seniors Card / or over 55 years of age? 

What do you like about your current policy / insurer? 

What lead you to choose XYZ insurance in the past? 

What’s made you decide to look elsewhere? 

How is your current insurance policy working for you? 

For existing RACQ / 
RACQ Insurance 
customers inform 
them they may be 
entitled to additional 
discounts. 

TYPE OF POLICY 

 

What type of Insurance cover do you need? 

What date would you like the insurance to start? 

May I have the suburb and the postcode where your Home and/or Contents are 
located? 

 

3. Gather 
underwriting 
information 

 

 

 

HOME AND / OR 
CONTENTS 
DETAILS 

What year was the Home constructed? 

What type of Home is it? 

Is your Home used for private or business purposes? 

Is your Home situated on a farm?  If farm use. 

Is your Home permanently occupied? 

How is your Home occupied? 

Only when Home required – What is the roof construction?  Note: If the roof type is 

fibro/asbestos cement, you can continue with the quote, however do not provide 

premium to the customer.  You will need to convert the quote to a new business policy, 

inputting all relevant data to be able to obtain a premium at the RS Screen.  If the 

customer wants to proceed with the policy, you must go back to the RC screen, read all 

mandatory new business scripting including DOD, FSG and PDS, as well as confirm 

other details entered at quote stage.  If the customer does not wish to proceed with 

policy, you must go to the PB screen and delete policy. 

All other Home and/or Contents details as, appropriate. 

 

How much would you like to insure your home for? (when applicable) 

 

How much would you like to insure your contents for? (when applicable) 

 

Sums Insured 

 

Minimum Security - 
$120,000 O/Occupied   
$80,000 
Tenanted/Rented 

HOME CONDITION Is your Home under any construction/renovation?  Under Construction 

Is your Home in a good state of repair?  Physical Condition 

CLAIMS / 
CRIMINAL 
HISTORY 

Have you or anyone else to be insured on this policy made a household claim in 
the last 3 years? 

Have you or anyone else to be insured on this policy in the last 5 years been 
convicted of any criminal offence? 

If yes, what and how 
many? 

No Claim Discount 

Household Excess 
Calculator 

Criminal History 
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Step Components  Reference / tips 

 
C

o
m

m
u

n
ic

a
te

 F
e
a
tu

re
s
 a

n
d

 B
e
n

e
fi

ts
 

4. Explain the 
policy 

 

 

 

MATCH 
FEATURES AND 
BENEFITS TO 
CUSTOMER’S 
NEEDS  

Tailor the features and benefits to the customer.  For example: 

Pet Cover (Contents) (if applicable) 

How important is cover for your dog or cat if it suffered from an unexpected injury or 
illness? (Only available with Contents cover) 

Selected Personal Items (Contents) (if applicable) 

How important is cover for specific personal items covered for loss or damage anywhere 
in Australia or New Zealand to you? (Only available with contents cover) 

Group Cover (Contents) (if applicable) 

Would you like Group Cover to cover personal items for loss or damage anywhere in 
Australia or New Zealand? (Only available with contents cover) 

Pay By The Month (if applicable) 

What preference do you have with regards to paying your premium?  Paying the full 
amount or making smaller payments?  

Voluntary Excess 

What’s more important to you – the premium you pay up front or the protection you 
receive in the event of an accident or incident? 

Advanced Cover (Owner occupied) 

Would you like Advanced Cover to cover you for accidental damage which automatically 
includes the motor burnout optional cover? 

Motor Burnout (if applicable) 

How important is cover for burnout of electric motors to you? 

Flood 

How likely is it that your property would be affected by flood? 

 

 

Optional Covers 

 

Selected Personal 
Items 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The use of the 
voluntary excess 
option can help 
overcome price 
objections by allowing 
the insured to manage 
the degree of risk that 
they wish to accept 
and the amount of 
premium that they pay 

CHECK 
CUSTOMER’S 
ACCEPTANCE 

How do you feel about what I have discussed so far? 

What further information do you need? 

What questions do you have? 

 

5. Provide the 
quote 

 

 

 

 

DISCOUNTS Check discounts available to customer: 

! Seniors / 55  

! Loyalty 

! Multi-Policy discount (3 or more coverage’s)  

! Combined discount 

! Back to Base Alarm (Contents only) 

Discounts 

SUMMARISE 
QUOTE COSTS: 

 

  

This quote is an estimate only.  The premium for __________ insurance would be 
$_________, with a standard excess of $________ (basic or voluntary - whichever is 
applicable).   

! Earthquake Excess  

! Pet excess (if applicable) 

 

 

Tailor the benefit to suit the underlying need 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variable Excess 
Calculator 
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Step Components  Reference / tips 

 
S

e
ll
 t

h
e
 p

ro
d

u
c
t 

6. Gather  
underwriting 
information 

 

 

 

ASK FOR THE 
BUSINESS 

Would you like to go ahead with the policy now? 

  

What I can do is start this policy for you from the {date} so there is no lapse in your 
insurance and you are fully covered. 

or 

What I’ll do for you is begin this policy from the {date} you sign your contract so that your 
home is fully covered. 

 

 

If No: 

Provide quote number and advise:  If you wish to proceed with the policy we will need to 
ask you additional questions that may affect the acceptance, premium and excess. 

 

PRIVACY 
PROTOCOL 

For non IVR new insurance calls: 

Your personal information is required to perform the service sought by you.  We 
may share this information with our alliance partners and contractors so we can 
provide this service. 

Some insurance related information may be given to an insurance reference 
bureau and on occasions to other insurers and reinsurers. 

This personal information is available to you upon request. 

Privacy 

DUTY OF 
DISCLOSURE 

 

I have to tell you about your Duty of Disclosure. 

When answering our questions, you must be honest and you have a duty to tell 
us anything known to you, or which a reasonable person in the circumstances 
would include in answer to the questions.  It is important that you understand you 
are answering the questions in this way for yourself and anyone else whom you 
want to be covered by the policy. 

We will use the answers in deciding whether to insure you and anyone else to be 
insured under the policy and on what terms. We may reduce or refuse to pay a 
claim, or cancel the policy, if you have not answered our questions in this way 

Duty of Disclosure 

ORAL FSG 
(telephone consultants only) 

I am able to contract general insurance products on behalf of RACQ Insurance 
and cannot provide financial product advice. 

I am an employee of RACQ, which is a 50% owner of RACQ Insurance. I am paid a 
salary by RACQ and any incentive bonuses paid to staff are not anticipated to 
exceed an average of 7% of salaries.  These bonuses are not charged to you. 

Non telephone 
consultants 

ORAL PDS (telephone consultants only) 

The insurance cover you have selected is XXXXXXXXXX Insurance. 

You will receive a “Product Disclosure Statement” and your certificate of 
insurance.  These will give you full details of your insurance.  Please read them, 
including the exclusions. 

RACQ Insurance is the issuer of the policy.  In the event that you have a 
complaint, you can contact us on phone number 13 1905. 

 

COOLING OFF 
PERIOD 

You will need to pay your insurance policy within 14 days.  Please be aware that 

you have a 21 day cooling off period so if you decide to cancel your policy and 

you have not made a claim in that time, you will receive a full refund. 

Cooling-Off Period 

EFFECTIVE DATE What date would you like the insurance to start? (if not previously discussed)  

RISK 
CIRCUMSTANCE 
DETAILS 

Were your Home and/or Contents previously insured? 

Who was the previous insurer 

What is the expiry date of the insurance? 

Are any of your contents in a commercial storage facility? (If applicable) 

What is the address of your Home and/or Contents to be insured? 

 

Has the customer signed a contract on the Home (Y/N) If no, advise Limitations. 

Is the policy to replace a current existing policy (Y/N) If no, advise Limitations 

Storage 
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Step Components  Reference / tips 

RISK DETAILS  What is the year your Home was constructed? 

What type of home do you have? 

Is your Home used for private or business purposes? 

Is your Home situated on a farm?  If farm use. 

Is your Home permanently occupied? 

How is your Home occupied? 

Is your Home under any construction/renovation? 

Is your Home in a good state of repair? 

Does your home have a back to base monitored alarm? 

All other Home and/or Contents details as, appropriate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under Construction 

Physical Condition 

 How much would you like to insure your home for? Sum Insured 

 

RISK EXTRAS 
(Where applicable) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PET COVER 

 Does your Home have the following security features? 

! Key operated deadlocks on all external doors other than security or screen 
doors? 

! Key operated window locks on all windows? 

! Steel bars / grills / security screens on all windows? 

! Is there a safe at the home? 

! Are there any other forms of security? 

 

How much would you like to insure your Contents for? 

! Our policy has limitations on some contents items unless they have been 
listed, did you want to specify any items? 

! Would you like cover for personal items covered for loss of damage 
anywhere in Australia or New Zealand? 

 

We provide pet cover, do you have a dog or cat aged between 6 weeks & 10 

years?  If yes, Would you like cover for their veterinary treatment if they suffer from an 

unexpected injury or illness? 

Is your pet used in connection with any of the following activities: 

! Professional breeding purposes 

For Dogs only: 

! In a business as a guard dog or used as a farm work dog 

! Sporting events such as dog racing or animal hunting 

 

! Has your pet been immunised and received annual booster for canine or feline 
diseases? 

! Has your pet shown any signs of illness or does it have any pre-existing illness 
or defect? If No, continue 

If Yes, We do not pay for pre-existing illness(es), disease(s) or defect.  Note: Comment 

policy 

! Has a vet treated your pet in the last 12 months?  If No, continue.  If Yes, 
‘Comment policy with details’ 

Details of the pet: 

! Pet Type;  Name;  Sex;  Breed;  Age 

A limit of two (2) pets per coverage applies for quotes & new business 

 

 

 

 

Minimum Security - 
$120,000 O/Occupied   
$80,000 
Tenanted/Rented 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sum Insured 
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Step Components  Reference / tips 

 

 DISCLOSURE 
QUESTIONS 

Please note that your answers to the following questions could affect any claim 
that you may make in the future. 

 

Have you or anyone else to be insured on this policy suffered any Home or 
Contents loss or damage whether an insurance claim was made or not, or had a 
liability claim made against you or anyone intended to be insured on the policy in 
the last 3 years? 

 

 

 

 

If yes, what and how 
many? 

Household Excess 
Calculator 

Have you or anyone else to be insured on this policy had any insurance declined, 
cancelled, voided or renewal refused, a claim rejected or special conditions 
imposed in the last 3 years?   

If yes, refer to the 
Support Team. 

Have you or anyone else to be insured on this policy been convicted of any 
criminal offence in the last 5 years?   

If yes, what and how 
many? 
Criminal History 
 
If the client was found 
guilty of an offence/s 
and the courts did not 
record the conviction it 
should still be used as 
the client was still in 
fact found guilty of an 
offence. The client 
may have been given 
a $ fine and 
community work etc. 

7.  CONFIRM 
DETAILS 

If policy is in a business name or Home used for business purposes: 

! What is your ABN? 

! What is your ITC%? 

I will just confirm some details with you: 

! The type of policy is ___________ 

! Your policy number is _________ 

! Date policy effective from _________ 

! Your premium is $__________ 

! Your policy includes (as applicable) 

o Pet Cover 

o Advanced Cover (Owner Occupier)   

o Fusion/Motor Burnout (If Advanced Cover not applied) 

o Group/Selected Personal Items Cover 

o Excesses applicable  

 

 

 

ITC = Income Tax 
Credits 

PAYMENT 
OPTIONS 

Would you like to pay for the policy now? 

Methods 

! Credit card  

! Annual payment – this can save you some money 

! We also offer a single yearly payment option; this can be set up to pay 
automatically from your credit card or bank account at renewal.  There are no 
annual fees.  

! We also offer a monthly payment options; this can be set up to pay automatically 
from your credit card or bank account each month.  There is a $5 per month fee.  

How would you like me to arrange that for you? 
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Excesses  

! Basic Excess 

 

Home (Standard) $300 

Contents (Standard) $300 
 

! Voluntary Excess Optional excess 1 (X1) Nil 

Optional excess 2 (X2) $150 

Optional excess 3 (X3) $200 

Optional excess 5 (X5) $500 

Optional excess 7 (X7) $750 

Optional excess 6 (X6) $1,000 

! Advanced Cover Excess (if applicable) Home $300 

Contents $300 

Optional excess 3 (X3) $200 

Optional excess 5 (X5) $500 

Optional excess 7 (X7) $750 

Optional excess 6 (X6) $1,000 
 

! Non Personal excess (if applicable) 

! Pet excess (if applicable) 

 

$50, however if the certificate of insurance shows an additional Pet Excess then 
these excesses will be added together. 

! Earthquake A $300 non removable Earthquake Excess will apply to Home and/or Contents. 

GREEN = HELPFUL HINTS 

BLACK = REQUIRED INFORMATION 

RED = VERBATIM 
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RACQ Sales & Service Framework - Household quote 

Step Components Reference / tips 

1. Open the 
conversation 

FRIENDLY 
GREETING 

Good morning, this is Natalie speaking 

May I ask who I’m speaking with please? (Use the customers name throughout the 
conversation.)

B
u

il
d

 r
a
p

p
o

rt

ESTABLISH TYPE 
OF BUSINESS 

What’s the reason for your call today? 

Would you like a quote or a policy today? 

If the customer’s answer to this question is: 

Quote - Complete steps 1 to 5 of this framework 

Policy - Complete steps 6 to 7 of this framework

EXPLAIN THE 
PROCESS

To work out a quote for you I’m going to ask you a number of questions about your 
home and/or contents and their condition, and your insurance history.

A
s
k
 q

u
e
s
ti

o
n

s

2. Establish 
customer 
details 

RACQ 
ASSOCIATION: 

! CLUB 

! INSURANCE

Are you an existing RACQ member? 

What is your membership loyalty level? 

What existing policies do you have with RACQ Insurance? 

Do you or any other insured have a Seniors Card / or over 55 years of age? 

What do you like about your current policy / insurer? 

What lead you to choose XYZ insurance in the past? 

What’s made you decide to look elsewhere? 

How is your current insurance policy working for you?

For existing RACQ / 
RACQ Insurance 
customers inform 
them they may be 
entitled to additional 
discounts. 

TYPE OF POLICY What type of Insurance cover do you need? 

What date would you like the insurance to start? 

May I have the full address where your Home and/or Contents are located?

Full Address = 
Number, Street, 
Suburb & Postcode.

3. Gather 
underwriting 
information 

HOME AND / OR 
CONTENTS
DETAILS 

What year was the Home constructed? 

What type of Home is it? 

Is your Home used for private or business purposes? 

Only when building type is "house" Is your Home situated on a farm?  If farm use.

Is your Home permanently occupied?

How is your Home occupied?

Only when Home required – What is the roof construction? Note: If the roof type is 

fibro/asbestos cement, you can continue with the quote, however do not provide 

premium to the customer.  You will need to convert the quote to a new business policy, 

inputting all relevant data to be able to obtain a premium at the RS Screen.  If the 

customer wants to proceed with the policy, you must go back to the RC screen, read all 

mandatory new business scripting including DOD, FSG and PDS, as well as confirm 

other details entered at quote stage.  If the customer does not wish to proceed with 

policy, you must go to the PB screen and delete policy.

All other Home and/or Contents details as, appropriate.

How much would you like to insure your home for? (when applicable)

How much would you like to insure your contents for? (when applicable)

Sums Insured 

Minimum Security - 
$120,000 O/Occupied   
$80,000 
Tenanted/Rented 

HOME CONDITION Is your Home under any construction/renovation?

Is your Home in a good state of repair? Physical Condition 

CLAIMS / 
CRIMINAL 
HISTORY

Please answer the following 2 questions.  Have you or anyone else to be insured 
on this policy: 

! made a household claim in the last 3 years? 

! in the last 5 years been convicted of any criminal offence?

If yes, what and how 
many? 

No Claim Discount 

Household Excess 
Calculator

Criminal History 
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Step Components Reference / tips 

C
o

m
m

u
n

ic
a
te

 F
e
a
tu

re
s
 a

n
d

 B
e
n

e
fi

ts

4. Explain the 
policy 

MATCH
FEATURES AND 
BENEFITS TO 
CUSTOMER’S 
NEEDS

Tailor the features and benefits to the customer.  For example: 

Pet Cover (Contents) (if applicable) 

How important is cover for your dog or cat if it suffered from an unexpected injury or 
illness? (Only available with Contents cover)

Selected Personal Items (Contents) (if applicable) 

How important is cover for specific personal items covered for loss or damage anywhere 
in Australia or New Zealand to you? (Only available with contents cover) 

Group Cover (Contents) (if applicable) 

Would you like Group Cover to cover personal items for loss or damage anywhere in 
Australia or New Zealand? (Only available with contents cover) 

Pay By The Month (if applicable)

What preference do you have with regards to paying your premium?  Paying the full 
amount or making smaller payments?  

Voluntary Excess

What’s more important to you – the premium you pay up front or the protection you 
receive in the event of an accident or incident? 

Advanced Cover (Owner occupied) 

Would you like Advanced Cover to cover you for accidental damage which automatically 
includes the motor burnout optional cover? 

Motor Burnout (if applicable) 

How important is cover for burnout of electric motors to you? 

Flood

Our standard policy automatically covers Flash Flood and Stormwater Run-off for home 
cover limited to the greater of $25,000 or 50% of your home sum insured.  For contents, 
the cover is limited to the greater of $25,000 or 50% of the contents sum insured, but 
not exceeding your contents sum insured. The automatic cover is limited to particular 
kinds of floods and stormwater run-off – those which are caused by heavy rain that fell 
no more than 24 hours prior to the flash flood or storm water run-off.  Any other type of 
flood or stormwater run-off is not automatically covered.  

You may also be able to take out wider flood coverage as an optional extra.  

Would you like to apply for this additional coverage?

Optional Covers 

The use of the 
voluntary excess 
option can help 
overcome price 
objections by allowing 
the insured to manage 
the degree of risk that 
they wish to accept 
and the amount of 
premium that they pay 

Click for Sell The 
Product (If New 
Business without a 
quote) when Confirm 
Details is next step 

CHECK
CUSTOMER’S 
ACCEPTANCE 

How do you feel about what I have discussed so far? 

What further information do you need? 

What questions do you have?

5. Provide the 
quote 

DISCOUNTS Check discounts available to customer: 

! Seniors / 55

! Loyalty 

! Multi-Policy discount (3 or more coverage’s)

! Combined discount

! Back to Base Alarm (Contents only)

Discounts 
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Step Components Reference / tips 

SUMMARISE 
QUOTE COSTS: 

This quote is an estimate only.  The premium for __________ insurance would be 
$_________, with a standard excess of $________ (basic or voluntary - whichever is 
applicable).

! Earthquake Excess

! Pet excess (if applicable) 

Tailor the benefit to suit the underlying need 

Variable Excess 
Calculator

S
e
ll
 t

h
e
 p

ro
d

u
c
t

6. Gather  
underwriting 
information 

ASK FOR THE 
BUSINESS 

Would you like to go ahead with the policy now? 

What I can do is start this policy for you from the {date} so there is no lapse in your 
insurance and you are covered. 

or 

What I’ll do for you is begin this policy from the {date} you sign your contract so you are 
covered. 

If No: 

Provide quote number and advise:  If you wish to proceed with the policy we will need to 
ask you additional questions that may affect the acceptance, premium and excess.

PRIVACY 
PROTOCOL

For non IVR new insurance calls:

Your personal information is required to perform the service sought by you.  We 
may share this information with our alliance partners and contractors so we can 
provide this service. 

Some insurance related information may be given to an insurance reference 
bureau and on occasions to other insurers and reinsurers. 

This personal information is available to you upon request. 

Privacy 

DUTY OF 
DISCLOSURE 

I have to tell you about your Duty of Disclosure. 

When answering our questions, you must be honest and you have a duty to tell 
us anything known to you, or which a reasonable person in the circumstances 
would include in answer to the questions.  It is important that you understand you 
are answering the questions in this way for yourself and anyone else whom you 
want to be covered by the policy. 

We will use the answers in deciding whether to insure you and anyone else to be 
insured under the policy and on what terms. We may reduce or refuse to pay a 
claim, or cancel the policy, if you have not answered our questions in this way 

ORAL FSG 
(telephone consultants only) 

I am able to contract general insurance products on behalf of RACQ Insurance 
and cannot provide financial product advice. 

I am an employee of RACQ.  RACQ Insurance is a wholly owned subsidiary of The 
Royal Automobile Club of Queensland Ltd.  I am paid a salary by RACQ and any 
incentive bonuses paid to staff are not anticipated to exceed an average of 7% of 
salaries.  These bonuses are not charged to you.

Non telephone 
consultants 

Agent Oral FSG 

Do not read Oral FSG 
if Off-Line Agent
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Step Components Reference / tips 

ORAL PDS (telephone consultants only) 

The insurance cover you have selected is XXXXXXXXXX Insurance. 

You will receive a “Product Disclosure Statement” and your certificate of 
insurance.  These will give you full details of your insurance.  Please read them, 
including the exclusions. 

You can also find a copy of the “Product Disclosure Statement” online at 
www.racqi.com.au

RACQ Insurance is the issuer of the policy.  In the event that you have a 
complaint, you can contact us on phone number 13 1905.

COOLING OFF 
PERIOD 

You will need to pay your insurance policy within 14 days.  Please be aware that 
you have a 21 day cooling off period so if you decide to cancel your policy and 
you have not made a claim in that time, you will receive a full refund.

Cooling-Off Period 

EFFECTIVE DATE What date would you like the insurance to start? (if not previously discussed)

RISK 
CIRCUMSTANCE 
DETAILS 

Were your Home and/or Contents previously insured? 

What is the expiry date of the insurance? 

Are any of your contents in a commercial storage facility? (If applicable) 

What is the full address of your Home and/or Contents to be insured? 

Storage 

Full Address = 
Number, Street, 
Suburb & Postcode.  

Limitations  Due to 
not having current 
insurance, there will 
be a 48 hour period 
before Bushfire, Flash 
flood and Stormwater 
run-off or Storm 
damage is applicable 
on this policy. 

RISK DETAILS  What is the year your Home was constructed? 

What type of home do you have? 

Is your Home used for private or business purposes? 

Only when building type is “house” – Is your Home situated on a farm?  If farm 
use.

Is your Home permanently occupied?

How is your Home occupied?

Is your Home under any construction/renovation?

Is your Home in a good state of repair? 

Does your home have a back to base monitored alarm?

All other Home and/or Contents details as, appropriate. 

Under Construction 

Physical Condition

How much would you like to insure your home for? 

Is there a mortgage on the home? 

Sum Insured
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Step Components Reference / tips 

RISK EXTRAS 
(Where applicable) 

PET COVER 

 Does your Home have the following security features? 

! Key operated double cylinder deadlocks fitted to all external hinged doors? 

! Key operated locks or patio bolts fitted to all external sliding and French doors? 

! Key operated single cylinder locks fitted to all accessible windows? 

! Security screens / mesh or grills fitted to all accessible  windows? 

! Is there a safe at the home? 

! Are there any other forms of security? 

How much would you like to insure your Contents for?

! Our policy has limitations on some contents items unless they have been 
listed, did you want to specify any items? 

! Would you like cover for personal items covered for loss of damage 
anywhere in Australia or New Zealand? 

We provide pet cover, do you have a dog or cat aged between 6 weeks & 10 

years? If yes, Would you like cover for their veterinary treatment if they suffer from an 

unexpected injury or illness? 

Is your pet used in connection with any of the following activities: 

! Professional breeding purposes 

For Dogs only: 

! In a business as a guard dog or used as a farm work dog 

! Sporting events such as dog racing or animal hunting 

Has your pet been immunised and received annual booster for canine or feline 
diseases? 

Has your pet shown any signs of illness or does it have any pre-existing illness or 
defect? If No, continue

If Yes, We do not pay for pre-existing illness(es), disease(s) or defect. Note: Comment 

policy

Details of the pet: 

! Pet Type;  Name;  Sex;  Breed;  Age 

A limit of two (2) pets per coverage applies for quotes & new business 

Minimum Security - 
$120,000 O/Occupied   
$80,000 
Tenanted/Rented 

Sum Insured 

DISCLOSURE 
QUESTIONS 

Please note that your answers to the following 3 questions could affect any claim 
that you may make in the future. 

Have you or anyone else to be insured on this policy: 

! suffered any Home or Contents loss or damage whether an insurance claim 
was made or not, or had a liability claim made against you or anyone intended 
to be insured on the policy in the last 3 years?

If yes, what and how 
many? 

Household Excess 
Calculator 

! had any insurance declined, cancelled, voided or renewal refused, a claim 
rejected or special conditions imposed in the last 3 years?   

If yes, refer to the 
Support Team. 

! been convicted of any criminal offence in the last 5 years?  

If Yes, what and how many? 

Have you had any other criminal convictions that you need to disclose? 

Click for Features and Benefits (if providing a policy without a quote)

Criminal History 

If the client was found 
guilty of an offence/s 
and the courts did not 
record the conviction it 
should still be used as 
the client was still in 
fact found guilty of an 
offence. The client 
may have been given 
a $ fine and 
community work etc. 
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Step Components Reference / tips 

7. CONFIRM 
DETAILS 

If policy is in a business name or Home used for business purposes: 

! What is your ABN? 

! What is your ITC%? 

I will just confirm some details with you: 

! The type of policy is ___________

! Your policy number is _________

! Date policy effective from _________

! Your premium is $__________ 

! Your policy includes (as applicable)

o Pet Cover 

o Advanced Cover (Owner Occupier)

o Fusion/Motor Burnout (If Advanced Cover not applied) 

o Group/Selected Personal Items Cover 

o Excesses applicable

ITC = Input Tax 
Credits

PAYMENT 
OPTIONS 

Would you like to pay for the policy now? 

Methods 

! Credit card  

! Annual payment – this can save you some money 

! We also offer a single yearly payment option; this can be set up to pay 
automatically from your credit card or bank account at renewal.  There are no 
annual fees.  

! We also offer a monthly payment options; this can be set up to pay automatically 
from your credit card or bank account each month.  There is a $5.50 per month fee.

How would you like me to arrange that for you?

PBTM Framework 
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Excesses  

! Basic Excess Home (Standard) $300

Contents (Standard) $300

! Voluntary Excess Optional excess 1 (X1) Nil

Optional excess 2 (X2) $150

Optional excess 3 (X3) $200

Optional excess 5 (X5) $500

Optional excess 7 (X7) $750

Optional excess 6 (X6) $1,000 

! Advanced Cover Excess (if applicable) Home $300

Contents $300

Optional excess 3 (X3) $200

Optional excess 5 (X5) $500

Optional excess 7 (X7) $750

Optional excess 6 (X6) $1,000 

! Non Personal excess (if applicable) 

! Pet excess (if applicable) $50, however if the certificate of insurance shows an additional Pet Excess then 
these excesses will be added together. 

! Earthquake A $300 non removable Earthquake Excess will apply to Home and/or Contents. 

GREEN = HELPFUL HINTS 

BLACK = REQUIRED INFORMATION 

RED = VERBATIM 
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